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Mount Technology (SMT) components to the secondary side of a Printed Circuit Board 
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must again be processed through the reflow oven. Large Integrated Circuit (IC) packages 
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(IC) packages. It is anticipated that future PWA designs will require large ICs such as 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Industry Background 
In 1996, the manufacturing cost of printed circuit boards (PCB) produced 
worldwide was $26 billion (U.S.) dollars. Of this, $11 billion was produced in the U.S. 
In this same year, PCB and electronic assembly manufacturers employed 210,000 people 
in the U.S. (U.S. Industry and Trade Outlook 1998). With year 2000 estimates of a world 
wide cost for printed circuit boards being $38 billion (U.S.), manufacturing development 
must be a priority for companies wishing to cash in on this expansion (Yearbook of 
World Electronics Data 1997). 
While the size of the industry continues to grow at an astounding rate, the size and 
cost of the finished products continue to decline at an equally rapid pace. At the same 
time, the technology behind the products being manufactured continues to be developed 
at high speed. These trends must be addressed head on to maintain a company's market 
share and profitability. Development of Secondary Side Ref low (SSR) process guidelines 
is a direct avenue manufacturing can take towards meeting this trend. 
The nature of SSR inherently reduces product size. This results in a more 
compact finished product that uses fewer raw materials. The reduction in raw materials 
results in substantial savings. Increasing functionality requirements have design 
engineers attempting to do things that manufacturing has forbidden in the past. To get 2 
optimal signal quality, trace routings are being arranged in such ways that require large IC 
packages to be mounted on the bottom side of the PCB. Secondary Side Reflow 
manufacturing capability enables industry to take the next step in product evolution. 
1.2 Organization of the Thesis 
Chapter 2 consists of the background information needed to understand this 
thesis. Chapter 3 focuses on the fundamental science of this research, surface tension 
theory. Chapter 4 focuses on the relevant literature and work done by others in this field. 
Finally, chapter 5 addresses the experimental methodology implemented in this research 
while chapter 6 discusses the outcome of the experiments. 3 
2. Objective 
2.1 Introduction 
Knowing that a product will work with current manufacturing processes prevents 
scenarios where a large quantity of product must be reworked. Situations where a 
product is not compatible with manufacturing processes will result in large numbers of 
people-hours used as automatic equipment sits idle. Most equipment in a modern factory 
is automated to the point that it can be left to operate and simply be monitored by a 
person. In cases where a product cannot be processed correctly by automated equipment, 
a slow line is sure to follow as operators struggle to get the product processed. 
2.2 Alternatives to Second Side Ref low 
SSR is a process where electronic components are attached to a circuit board and 
allowed to go upside-down through an oven that turns the components solder joints 
molten. Sometimes the components will fall off of the circuit board while sometimes 
they may not. It is assumed that a combination of factors determines this and these 
factors will be specifically addressed in a later section. 
In the past the problem of SSR has been addressed in a variety of ways.  Each of 
the previous methods used provided a means of adhesion that made the ability of the 
solder to exert an retention force irrelevant. These methods included gluing the 
components in place, using different solder alloys on the primary and secondary side, 
creating a thermal gradient through the board by blowing cool gas across the bottom, and 4 
mechanically fixing the components in place with a fixture (Zarrow, P., 1997). While all 
of these are viable alternatives, there is one common thread that makes them undesirable. 
Each of these methods requires additional process steps and adds cost to the product. 
Current techniques that dictate what is allowable on the secondary side of the 
circuit board are based upon the trial and error method. Either test boards or production 
boards are processed through the reflow oven. Over time if no problem is seen with the 
current small component, designers may request manufacturing to try a slightly larger 
package. While this cycle may provide definitive results for any single package in 
question, it does not lend itself to providing answers about a wide range of package types. 
A set of guidelines would quickly help a designer determine which components are 
suitable for secondary side. Removing the guesswork from this process eliminates the 
need of a design engineer to remove or replace an incompatible component from the 
second side and redesign the product. Ultimately, development of these guidelines will 
allow a design engineer to create an extremely manufacturable product, the first time. 5 
3. Review of Surface Tension 
The driving force behind the behavior of solder joints during SSR and their ability 
to hold components onto the circuit board is surface tension of the solder. Surface 
tension is the result of the unbalanced intermolecular forces that occur at the surface of 
any bulk substance (Brady and Holum, 1988). Consider an atom that is part of a simple 
cubic crystal structure. If this atom is located inside the bulk of the substance, it will feel 
uniform forces of attraction from the six directions in which it is bonded to other atoms 
(Figure 1). Now, consider an atom that is on the surface of the bulk substance. This 
atom will have one bond unfilled, and thus will feel a net force that pulls it towards the 
body of the bulk substance (Figure 2). 
Figure 1 Complete cubic cell 
showing even molecular bonds 
on all sides. 
Figure 2 Edge cubic cell 
showing the missing bond found 
at boundaries. This bond is the 
source of surface tension 
phenomenon. 6 
Surface tension is expressed in units of energy per unit area, or force per unit length 
(Equation 1). Some sources may refer to energy per unit area as Surface Energy, while 
force per unit length is referred to as Surface Tension. In this case these can be used 
interchangeably as the base units in both Surface Energy and Surface Tension are the 
same (Reed-Hill, R.E., 1994), and a constant temperature is assumed (Humpston, and 
Jacobson, 1993). 
Equation 1 Breakdown of units for surface energy and surface 
Accordingly, two different points of view can be used to help explain the 
existence of this phenomenon. First, consider that on the surface of the substance there 
are a certain number of unoccupied bonds. Each of these unoccupied bonds has energy 
associated with them because it would take a certain amount of work to break a filled 
bond. The energy needed to break the bond is therefore the free energy that exists at each 
site of an unfilled bond (Cal lister, 1994). From this perspective it is clear that the surface 
energy can be expressed in terms of the number of broken bonds per area or Energy per 
unit area (Joules/cm2). Now consider a liquid's surface that has a small hypothetical cut 
made in it (Figure 3). If a force balance was completed on this segment, the forces must 
be of equal magnitudes but in opposite directions to keep the two edges in equilibrium. 7 
In other words, a distributed force must exist along each edge of the cut and would 
therefore be expressed in units of Force per unit length (Newtons/cm). 
Figure 3 Cut in a surface exposing the distributed force of surface tension. 
Another set of important concepts to consider is that of adhesion, cohesion, and 
wetting (Petrucci and Harwood, 1993). Adhesion is the intermolecular force between 
same molecules while cohesion is intermolecular force between unlike molecules. 
Wetting can be defined as the tendency of a liquid to spread across a surface. If the 
adhesive forces are stronger then cohesive forces, poor wetting will occur. If adhesive 
forces are weaker than the cohesive forces, good wetting will occur. For example 
consider the way water wets the surface of a car before and after it is waxed. It is clear 
that the water wets poorly after the wax is applied and therefore the cohesive forces must 
be small between water and wax. 
A measure of the relative ability of one substance to wet another in the presence 
of a particular atmosphere is the contact angle. A well-known expression for determining 8 
the theoretical contact angle is Young's Equation (Equation 2). This model assumes that 
wetting will continue over the surface until the three surface tension forces reach 
equilibrium (Frear, Morgan, Burchett, and Lau, 1994). At the triple point there is an 
interface between the atmosphere, solder, and substrate (Figure 4). By assuming that the 
contact angle is an intrinsic property of the respective materials, the contact angle is then 
uniquely determined only by the interfacial cohesion (Figure 5). Realistically this is not 
the case, as factors such as surface roughness and droplet volume will also play a role in 
determining the contact angle. For practical purposes, this relationship is used to 
understand the principles that promote wetting, not to predict the actual contact angle. 
Equation 2 Contact Angle of a 
fluid based upon surface tension 
of the materials at the triple point. 
Triple Point 
Figure 4 Solder Joint showing the gb. Ysa Yls  r 
interaction of the solder, pad surface and 
atmosphere at the triple point. Contact 
angle is a result of this interaction. 
Figure 5 Free Body Diagram of 
surface tension forces. 9 
Additionally, a liquid is said to wet a solid if the contact angle does not exceed 90°. If the 
contact angle does exceed 90° the liquid is said to be non-wetting (Figure 6) (White, 
1994). 
Figure 6 Illustration of Contact Angles. A small contact angle is indicative of good 
wetting while a large contact angle shows poor wetting. In the case of electronics 
manufacturing good wetting is desired. 
A critical aspect of setting up a model for use in SSR is determining the physical 
constants of solder, the density p, surface tension y, and contact angles  (Table 1). A 
density estimate for the specific solder used in this experiment was easily obtained. 
Literature was reviewed for estimates of surface tension. Contact angle will be variable 
depending upon the volume of solder used and the material that makes up the pad as well 
as the material surrounding the pad. If one envisions an infinite plane of material upon 
which the solder is deposited it becomes evident that the contact angle between the 
molten solder and the plane surface will remain constant while the solder mass will just 
increase in size as more solder is added. So, there exists for solder a natural contact angle 
between itself and any other material. 10 
Source	  Composition  Surface Tension y  Temperature  Density  
Wt%  (mN/m)  °C  p (Kg/m3)  
Greathouse, S. 1994	  Sn60Pb40  509, 487  200,330 
Katyl, R., Pimbley, W.  430	  11400 
Heinrich, S. 1990	  Sn63Pb37  490  8340 
Heinrich, S. 1996	  400, 325 
Su, B.	  350 
Whalley, D.	  Sn60Pb40  490  235  8300 
Carroll, M.  Sn59Pb39Ag2  511, 505  215, 250  
Hwang, J.  1989  Sn62Pb36Ag2  376  8400  
Deigahn, R.  Sn62Pb36Ag2  376  197  
Table 1 Physical constants of solder listed in literature. 
In the case of circuit boards there are two materials to consider, that of the SMT 
pad and the PCB itself. Usually the pad is copper while the PCB is FR4 composite with a 
coating of soldermask. As the volume of solder is increased on a given copper pad, the 
contact angle will start out at its minimum value (0 of copper-solder) and increase to its 
maximum value (:1) of PCB-solder) (Yost, Hosking, and Frear, 1993). 
Laplace's Equation is a fundamental principle that relates the curvature of a fluid 
surface to the pressure differential that exists across it. This relationship is based upon 
Pascal's Principle which states that a change in pressure applied to an enclosed fluid is 
transmitted to every portion of that fluid (Halliday, Resnick, and Walker, 1993). 
In terms of a molten solder joint this means that the pressure effect of the surface tension 
inside the solder is everywhere equal. 
In order to predict the shape of a solder joint a model must be developed. It is 
evident that position of the surface of a solder joint is a result of balanced internal and 11 
external forces. These forces are surface tension, gravity, and external loads. Consider 
the half sphere shown in Figure 7. For a full sphere to exist, the internal pressure must 
balance the compressing nature of the surface tension forces. The upward arrows around 
the perimeter of the sphere represent the distributed force of the surface tension while the 
large downward arrow in the center represents the internal pressure. Looking at the 
arbitrary shape shown in Figure 7, the force balance to be constructed takes on a more 
complex form. Notice the surface tension forces along the four edges are at an angle such 
that only a portion of this acts to counteract the pressure effect. Thus a relationship that is 
based upon the curvature of the surface must be developed. The general solution to this 
situation is represented by Equation 3 and is known as Laplace's Equation. 
Figure 7 Force diagram for a half sphere, arbitrary shape. While a force balance on 
the sphere is quite simple, analysis of the arbitrary shape is not a simple task. 
Due to the complex geometry represented by some SMT device leads, application 
of Laplace's equation is suitable only for two specific types of situations. First, for 
components such as chips, the solder joint can essentially be considered two-dimensional 12 
(Figure 4). In a case such as this the second radius of curvature (1/R2) is set equal to zero. 
This allows a differential equation that is solvable to be constructed. The second case in 
which Laplace's equation is readily applicable is axisymmetric solder joints (Figure 8). 
An axisymmetric solder joint shape can be visualized as being formed by rotating a 2-D 
joint about its centerline. An example of an axisymmetric solder joint is those found on 
BGAs. Laplace's equation is the basis for most work conducted so far in the area of 
predicting the shape of a molten solder joint (Equation 4). 
(Op) +pgz = y(l/Ri +1/R2) 
Pa = atmospheric pressure 
po = internal solder pressure at z = 0  
AP = Pa  Po  
p = solder density  
g = gravitational acceleration  
z = Vertical distance from the bottom of the solder joint  
y = surface tension of solder  
Figure 8 Axisymmetric Solder 
Joints. These joints can be 
Equation 3 Laplace's Equation  represented by the revolultion 
of an arc. 
(a) i	  y  a;  (b)  z"(r)  ;  (c)  e(r)  ; 
+P(x)f}  i4Z9(r)f}  R2 4±[Z9(141 
Equation 4 Radius of curvature for (a) 2-D joint with 1/r2 = 0; (b) 1st radius of 
curvature for an axisymmetric joint; (c) 2nd radius of curvature for an axisymmetric 
joint. 13 
4. Relevant Literature 
4.1 Introduction 
Literature reviewed revealed that no serious effort to predict the ability of molten 
solder to hold SMT components in an inverted position during reflow has ever been 
published. One reference of an industry group attempting to measure the surface tension 
force was found (Willis, 1998). While several results were given, no explanation of the 
apparatus used or confidence in the presented data was given (Table 2). A 
manufacturer's expertise in successfully utilizing the ability to place SMT components in 
an inverted position during reflow can be considered a competitive advantage. This 
advantage may account for no complete work haveing been published to date on this 
subject. Several types of literature were found in relation to SSR. In particular, the effort 
to predict the reliability and useful life of a solder joint has led the push to develop a 
method by which the shape of a molten solder joint under different loading conditions can 
be predicted. Only with the focus on predicting solder joint shape did the mention of 
SSR come about. 
Component Type  Maximum Retention Force  Force/Lead 
(Newtons)  (Newtons) 
QFP100  30411e-5  304.11e-5 
PLCC68  30411e-5  447.2e-5 
QFP64  13734e-5  214.6e-5 
PLCC44  19620e-5  445.9e-5 
PLCC28  13734e-5  490.5e-5 
SOIC16  5886e-5  367.9e-5 
BGA225  45126e-5  200.6e-5 14 
Table 2 Maximum Force/Lead measurements 4.2 Basic Ratio 
Very few authors addressed the issue of SSR in a direct manner. Of those who 
did, it was in a qualitative manner which added no knowledge of the fundamental 
physical phenomenon that drive SSR (Kopp, Zarrow, 1995; Belmonte, Zarrow, 1996; 
Zarrow, 1997; De Klein, 1997; Stennett, Bonnell, Castello, 1992). The common thread 
was the author's presentation of a component mass versus component pad mating area 
model. In particular a value of 30 grams/inch2 was given as a limit above which SSR 
should not be attempted. It is not known why the units of grams and inches were mixed, 
but this is equivalent to 4.65 grams/centimeter2. No quantitative explanation was given to 
support this as a valid approach to SSR. Additionally, no explanation was given as to 
why other seemingly significant factors were ignored. 
While qualitative in nature, this set of articles was the source of some good insight 
into the types of things that might affect the eligibility of a component for SSR. Factors 
such as conveyor vibration and component mass are mentioned. As a circuit board 
proceeds through the reflow oven, additional accelerations from conveyor vibration may 
cause the component to fall. The heavier a component is, the longer it will take to heat 
up. As the surface tension of a component is a direct function of temperature, those 
components that heat up slowly may not fall (De Klein, 1997). An important note about 
this assumption, heat transfer mode is significant. In the case of the convection ovens 
heat transfer has been found to be very even and independent of component mass. 
Because a component on the second side is reflowing from a solid solder joint state, the 15 
temperature at which this reaction takes place has been found to be slightly higher than 
with solder paste. This 5° to 10°C increase in reflow temperature may also have an 
impact on preventing components from falling off of the inverted side (De Klein, 1997). 
4.3 Solder Joint Shape Prediction 
Predicting the shape of a molten solder joint provided the best means to review 
information relevant to SSR. Articles on the subject of molten solder joint shape were 
written to aid in the area of joint reliability, quality, and alignment restoring force. 
However, the results from these articles are applicable to the area of SSR. These articles 
can be divided into two types, variational formulation and boundary value problems. 
Variational formulation problems try to reach a solution by means of energy 
minimization. This typically involves use of an approximate geometrical model. 
Boundary Value Problems (BVP) utilize a differential equation that is derived from a 
force balance on a differential element of the solder air interface. This equation is solved 
to reach a solution and is thus considered exact (Frear, Morgan, Burchett, and Lau, 1994). 
In general the variational method is preferred in cases with complex geometrical solutions 
while the BVP method is preferred in simple cases. 
4.3.1 Boundary Value Problems 
Four articles were written between 1990 and 1996 that based a solution to solder 
joint shape upon the BVP method. The first of these investigated predicting the shape of 16 
a solder joint for chip components with the intent of discovering factors that affect joint 





Figure 10 Three basic joint 
configurations.
Figure 9 Differential joint 
element about which a force 
balance can be conducted. 
The model developed is based upon a differential piece of the joint about which a force 
balance is constructed (Figure 9). 
The joint-air interface was approximated as an elastic membrane across which a 
pressure differential exists. The resulting expression is a second order differential 
equation that is explicitly solved using five auxiliary conditions (i.e. constant area, 
contact angles, etc.). This expression is a function of the following eight parameters, 
solder density, solder surface tension, joint area, joint height, joint width, vertical contact 
angle, horizontal contact area, and maximum internal pressure. This solution is suitable 
for handling several situations, as providing any five known parameters will yield the 
joint shape as well as the other three unknown parameters. This article focused on 
providing the joint shape, maximum internal pressure, and joint size given solder density, 
solder surface tension, joint area, and contact angles. Using digitized photos of actual 17 
chip solder joint cross-sections, this method was found to be in close agreement. It is 
important to note this experiment only considered concave shaped joints. No convex or 
double curved joints were looked at (Figure 10). No information was provided regarding 
SSR. This method does show that a BVP approach to solder joint shape prediction is 
possible. 
Similar in model development to that previously discussed is another method 
proposed to predict two-dimensional solder joints of chips (Rooks, Racz, Szekely, 
Benhabib, and Neumann, 1991). Additionally, this method also presented a model for 
predicting three dimensional solder joint shapes of a cylinder intersecting a plane with a 
limited wettable surface area. The initial model formulation step uses the same model 
formulation procedure as the previous article. This includes setting up a second order 
differential equation which is to be solved to provide the solder joint shape. In this case 
there are two differences in the approach to setting up the model. First, gravity is 
neglected and thus the internal pressure of the solder joint is considered a constant. The 
decision to neglect gravity resulted from consideration of the Bond (Bo) number, which is 
defined as the ratio of gravitational body force to surface tension force (Incropera and 
DeWitt, 1996). Typically if Bo « 1, then surface tension effects dominate (Katyl and 
Pimbley, 1992). In this case the Bond number was small enough so as to consider 
gravitational forces insignificant. The second difference in model formulation was 
inclusion of the assumption that the second radius of curvature was not necessarily equal 
to infinity. 
However, in the case of predicting the solder joint shape for chip components, the 
authors acknowledge that the joint shape is essentially constant except at the ends. In 18 
essence they have decided to set the second radius of curvature equal to infinity, and 
ignore the end effects. Additionally, the arcs formed by such a joint are essentially 
circular and thus will be approximated by circular arcs. Solution of the resulting second 
order differential equation was accomplished using a Runge-Kutta numerical method that 
was implemented in C programming code. Validation of this model by the author 
showed close agreement to optimal solder volumes obtained experimentally (Jopek, 
1989). In the case of a cylinder centered on a circular plane, the second radius of 
curvature will not be equal to zero. The resulting differential equation was solved using a 
numerical method called Shooting Method. This method iterates upon input values until 
a desired output value is reached. 
Given that solutions to the problem of predicting the geometry of a chip joint 
exist, the problem of interest remains. How to develop a method that provides a lead 
dependent solution and is dependant upon the geometry of the pre-tinned circuit board 
pads (Heinrich, Liedtke, Nigro, Elkouh, and Lee, 1993). Previous models assume the 
pre-tinned pad is sufficiently large so that the solder joint will not encounter its edge. In 
reality, the solder often wets the pre-tinned pad up to the edges. In such cases if the 
solder volume is large enough, obtuse shaped solder joints will result. The two previous 
methods presented cannot model this situation. 
This approach to model development is set up in the same way as the previous 
two. Unique in this case is the relaxation of the restriction that contact angles must be 
acute. Solving the differential equation in this case requires an iterative approach. 
Values for joint length, contact angle one, and contact angle two are guessed. A solution 19 
for the joint profile is then obtained and compared with a set of constraints. This process 
is repeated until all constraints are satisfied. 
While other methods of joint geometry prediction have focused upon chip 
components, one article focused upon BGA type array interconnects (Heinrich, Schaefer, 
Schroeder, and Lee, 1996). In particular, a round pre-tinned pad on the circuit board as 
well as a round pre-tinned pad on the component is assumed. This model assumes that all 
solder joints are doubly symmetric and that the interface of solder and air can be 
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Figure 11 Dimensionless chart relating volume, height, component weight, 
and radius for a molten BGA solder joint. 20 
In addition to developing a model to describe solder joint shape, a method to 
calculate reaction forces exerted by the solder joint is also developed. The model for 
solder joint reaction forces is based upon surface tension and internal pressure of the 
solder joint. Additionally, based upon theoretical calculations from the developed model, 
a dimensionless chart was produced for inverted reflow of a single array type (BGA) joint 
(Figure 11). While this chart was not validated empirically, a chart such as this would be 
a great aid to designers in helping determine the suitability of an array interconnect type 
component for SSR. This chart plotted a dimensionless force value versus a 
dimensionless volume value for given dimensionless pad sizes. The resulting curves 
show at what point an unstable joint may result. These points occur when the model 
shows that the restoring force provided by the solder is less than the force that gravity 
exerts on the inverted component. 
4.3.2 Variational Enemy Method 
When approaching SSR from the variational point of view, three energy systems 
must be considered (Katyl and Pimbley, 1992). Surface energy, gravitational energy, and 
work all combine to give the total energy of the system. Like any system, the solder joint 
will try to move to a state in which its energy is a minimum. To solve this model, integral 
expressions for the three energy systems were developed. A given load is then arbitrarily 
chosen and an unconstrained search optimization method (non-linear programming 
problem) is implemented. The output from this model is the joint height at which the 21 
energy minimum occurs. The integral expressions assumed that the joint in question is 
axisymmetric. This method is computationally intensive. 
Self-alignment of components is provided by molten solder joints. For BGA 
packages it has been reported that if the ball is up to 30% off of the pad, the package will 
still reliably reposition itself due to surface tension forces (Kopp and Zarrow, 1995). 
Currently, attempts are being made to implement fiber optics and lasers into electronic 
assemblies. These systems are reliant on exact positioning and therefore solder is being 
explored as a low cost way to achieve this (Patra, Sritharan, and Lee 1992). Concerned 
with misaligned joints, these authors developed a method that could calculate joint 
geometry independent of misalignments or pad geometry. After determining joint 
geometry, a method to predict vertical and horizontal restoring forces was developed. 
Gravitational forces were neglected in this analysis. The minimum energy profile of a 
solder joint was obtained in a two step process. First by perturbing the joint height, a 
series of minimum surface energy joint shapes was created. Second, a vertical force 
balance was conducted on each joint geometry. This was continued until the joint whose 
vertical sum of forces equals zero is found. To account for misalignment forces, one pad 
can be shifted a certain step size in the direction of the horizontal force resultant. Then 
previous steps can again be calculated to determine the joint shape and height. 
Research has shown that reliability of SMT solder joints is dependent upon the 
geometry of the joints. Stress analysis requires that a joint can be described geometrically 
and used by a Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software package. Use of a method that is 
easily imported into a FEA package has been developed (Nigro, Heinrich, Elkouth, Zou, 
Fournelle, and Lee, 1993). This method is applicable to two-dimensional chip problems 22 
and three-dimensional axisymmetric BGA problems. First, the energy function was 
developed, this included gravity and surface energy. Second, the energy integral was 
converted into boundary integrals. For instance the volume integral was converted to a 
surface integral. Then joint boundaries were discretized with finite elements. These 
elements then were perturbed using an algorithm developed by the authors so that a 
minimum energy shape was reached. This shape could then be readily analyzed by a FEA 
package. 
While previous attempts looking at solder joint formation with the variational 
method included model development and subsequent computer code generation, a 
software package called Surface Evolver changes this. Surface Evolver is public domain 
software developed by Ken Brakke and is freely available on the World Wide Web 
(http://www.susqu.edu/facstaff/b/brakke/el,olverkiefault.htm). This program is 
interactive and allows modeling of liquid surfaces controlled by forces and constraints. 
Surface Evolver can be considered a high level programming language that allows 
scenarios to be developed and then tested. Since its release, several groups of researchers 
have attempted to leverage its capability for predicting minimum energy configurations of 
solder joints. 
The initial research using this program tried to determine optimal solder volumes 
for SMT joints. An energy integration expression for minimizing total energy was 
developed and implemented into Surface Evolver code (Racz and Szekely, 1993). By 
specifying contact angles, surface energy values, and joint volume these researchers 
investigated how these variables affect joint shape. A second set of researchers expanded 
the use of Surface Evolver by developing an equivalent energy expression to predict joint 23 
profiles. These profiles were then imported into ANSYS for stress analysis (Sing ler, 
Pitarresi, Holub, and Yin, 1995). Most recent to utilize Surface Evolver was a group of 
researchers concerned with the restoring force provided by molten solder joints (Wu, Hu, 
Dou, Mui, Yeh, and Wyatt, 1997). This paper outlined their research which included 
predicting restoring force provided by solder joints during inverted reflow, self alignment 
forces on array interconnects, and fatigue life analysis using ANSYS. 
In summary, while attempts have been made to determine solder joint shape, no 
significant effort has been directed at SSR. Of the several methods that have been 
proposed for determining joint shapes none seems suited for use in an industrial situation 
by themselves. The exception to this is Surface Evolver which implements the 
variational method to determine shape. It is already set up for computer input in a 
standard format so the laborious path of implementing mathematical models into 
computer code need not be traversed. 24 
5. Experimental Methodology 
5.1 Introduction 
Two experiments were designed and carried out to answer questions of interest in 
regard to SSR. The first one is referred to as the Reflow Oven SSR experiment and will 
provide data to determine what manufacturing process factors are significantly involvded 
in determining if a component successfully undergoes SSR. The second one is referred to 
as the Pull Test and will measure the restoring force that is exerted by the molten solder 
on the component. 
5.2 Ref low Oven SSR Experiment 
In order to predict the success or failure of a component subjected to SSR, process 
factors must be understood enough to predict their effect on ideal conditions. The SSR 
process is such that the component is reflow soldered to a PCB in the normal upright 
position (Figure 12). The same component is then reflowed again as the other side of the 
circuit board is populated with chips and reflowed in an upright position (the first 
component is in an inverted position, Figure 13). In practice one will see that when SSR 
is used, the component on the bottom (Figure 13) will tend to displace down away from 
the PCB, sometimes falling off completely. 25 
Comp onent 
C ornp orient 
PCB PCB 
Figure 12 SSR Step 1: A PCB is  Figure 13 SSR Step 2: The component initially 
processed through the reflow oven  in an upright position is now hanging upside 
in an upright postion.  down as the newly placed components are 
reflowed again. 
5.2.1 Experimental Desi2n 
Initially, it was anticipated that vibration in the conveyor belt of the reflow oven, 
fluid drag forces, temperature gradients across solder joints, and board warpage would all 
role in determining process limitations of SSR (Figure 14). Information provided 
from the pull test allows the comparison of ideal to actual. This comparison will allow 
one to see the effect of the previously mentioned factors on components undergoing SSR. 
Output from the reflow oven experiment will determine which of the hypothesized 
parameters most affect the component displacement from the circuit board. In addition, 
this experiment will show at what level each of the factors should be run to minimize the 
likeliness of a component falling off entirely. A statistically designed experiment (2k-P 
factorial) was planned to test the significance of the previously mentioned factors as well. 
The printed circuit board (PCB) utilized by this test had a wide range of surface 
mount (SMT) components soldered onto it (Figure 15). Components chosen ranged in 
size from the upper limit of currently SSR acceptable components (i.e. QFP144) up 
through the current limits of commonly available SMT technology (i.e. QFP304). 26 
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Figure 14 SSR General Situation: A component is hanging upside down in the 
reflow oven held in place by only the surface tension of the solder joints. 
The most important piece of information to come from this experiment is the 
effect that SSR has on changing the solder joint of the component. In particular the 
amount that a component will pull away from the PCB when subjected to reflow in an 
inverted position. To measure the displacement of each component requires the use of a 
current generation CCD displacement laser. This type of laser is accurate to 1 p.m. The 
laser was mounted on the XY positioning head of an automated piece of PCB assembly 
equipment. The laser displacement sensor takes a reading near the edge of the component 
and then measures the top surface of the component. This allows a total component 
height calculation to be conducted. This calculation is done first after the initial reflow 
operation and again after the PCB was subjected to SSR. Measurements are taken at 
three of the component's corners. The three measurements create a plane so that the 
absolute height of each point on each component is known. This data is used to make 
displacement calculations for use in the statistical analysis. 27 
Figure 15 Test PCB used in experimentation. The PCB pictured has been 
routed so that individual components can be removed from the board. 
A 2 level fractional factorial experiment was used to discover if any critical 
factors affecting the success of SSR existed. The factors tested and accounted for were as 
follows: 
Nitrogen (Yes/No) 
Lead Material (Pb-Sn/Palladium) 
Solder Volume (Low/High) 
Board Warpage Clamp Used (Yes/No) 
Speed of Conveyor (Normal/Fast) 
Flow rate of Reflow Oven Fans (Low/High) 
Factors 
1. Nitrogen: Either atmosphere inside the reflow oven or Nitrogen. 
2. Lead Material: Equivalent components with different lead materials were used. One 
package type had tin-lead solder coated leads while its equivalent package type had 
palladium leads. 28 
3. Solder Volume: Two stencils were used. One was .1016mm and the other was 
.1524mm thick. 
4. Board Warpage Clamp: A clamp was used to ensure that board warpage was limited 
as it passed through the reflow oven. 
5. Speed of Conveyor: The conveyor was ran at two different speeds as an indicator of 
machine induced vibration. No attempt was made to measure this effect so in the case 
that this variable turns out significant further investigation would be required to 
determine if the proposed idea is correct. 
6. Convection Fan Flow: Fans can be set to run at high or low flow rates. This helped 
determine how significant fluid drag on a component's body is. 
Due to component availability issues, it was not possible to apply all factors to 
each of the different component types. In particular, the different groups of components 
tested are shown in Table 3.  It was not practical to run a full factorial test, so fractional 
factorials were used instead. In particular running more then 15 or so tests would prove 
to be prohibitive in cost as well as cumbersome considering the number of components 
involved in just one test. This suggested use of a 2k-P factorial experiment requiring 16 
runs (Table 3). The resolution of each particular experiment describes the level of aliasing 
that takes place in each particular experiment. 29 
Component  Nitrogen  Lead  Solder  Warpage  Chain Speed  Fan Flow  
Material  Volume  Clamp  
Connector  i,'  25-1 =16 runs  
SMT type  Resolution 5  
DPAK  25-1 =16 runs  
STO- Resolution 5  
252,263,  
SOT 223  
SO 24, 42  251 =16 runs  
Resolution 5  
T/SSOP  25-1 =16 runs  
34, 64  Resolution 5  
PBGA  25-1 =16 runs  
225, 352,  Resolution 5  
420  
CBGA  251 =16 runs  
361, 625  Resolution 5  
ii.BGA	  25' =16 runs  
Resolution 5  46  
PLCC/SOJ  V  25-1 =16 runs  
Resolution 5  
42, 44, 68,  
84  
Chip 7343  25-1 =16 runs  
Resolution 5  
QFP 
26.2 =16 runs  
80, 100,  Resolution 4  
60, 208,  
240, 304  
Table 3 Reflow Design of Experiment. Factors included 
for each component type are checked. 
In the case of Resolution 4, main effects are not aliased with each other or two 
way interactions, but two-way interactions are aliased with themselves. Resolution 5 has 
no main effect aliased with another main effect or two-way interaction. Also, no two-way 
interaction is aliased with another two way interaction. Two way interactions are 
however aliased with three-way interactions (Montgomery, 1997). The overall 
experiment is composed of a series of experiments since comparisons could only be made 30 
with components that were the same. For instance, only QFP144 data would be involved 
in analysis for that part. Each individual part type was analyzed separately. 
5.2.2 Experimental Apparatus 
The apparatus used to measure the displacement of the components due to SSR 
was a piece of production equipment (ECD 8000 Glue Dot Dispenser, Figure 16) with a 
CNC controlled XY positionable robotic arm (Figure 16). Positioning encoders on the 
robotic arm had a resolution of 5 gm, but the controlling software only allowed 
specification down to 25 pm. A vision system that references three fiducial points on the 
PCB is used by the machine to determine where the board is in relation to its XY 
coordinate system. The test PCBs are loaded into the ECD8000 by placing them on a 
conveyor belt that carries them into the machine. Sensors on the ECD8000 automatically 
detect and position the board. Once the processing is complete, the board automatically 
exits the machine and a waiting PCB is automatically loaded. 
A Keyence model LK-031 CCD laser was mounted on the robotic arm at a fixed 
height from the surface of the PCB (Figure 17). The laser had a range of 1 centimeter and 
precision of 1  To take readings the arm was moved to positions above the board 
according to a pre-developed program. At each position where a reading was to be taken, 
the machine sent a signal to the serial port of a PC that in turn would send a command to 
the laser to return the current reading to the PC. This reading was then stored in a data-
file for retrieval at a later time. 31 
Figure 16 ECD8000: This machine was 
used to carry out component height 
measurements. A: This is the XY head 
that the laser was attached to. B: 
Measurement bed. The PCB was 
clamped here during measurement. 
Figure 17 Artists rendition of CCD Laser 
used during experimentation. 
5.2.3 Gage Capability 
A gage capability study was conducted to determine the error associated with 
using this system. Gage capability is typically divided into two portions, repeatability and 
reproducibility. Repeatability is defined as the basic inherent precision of the gage while 
the reproducibility reflects added variability due to factors such as operators 
(Montgomery, 1991). In this case it is assumed the variability due to reproducibility is 
zero as only one operator was present and all PCB handling and data collection was 
automated. The process to be looked at consisted of the entire operation that takes place 
when measuring the sample. The user is only required to place the PCB on the input 32 
conveyor and then remove it from the output conveyor once the measurement is done. 
All steps in between are automated and do not require user intervention. 
The CCD laser used came calibrated from the factory. It appeared to work 
correctly, although no means were available to independently verify its accuracy to the 
micron level. A repeatability study conducted without reloading the PCB into the 
ECD8000 showed a gage error (6gage) of less than 1 gm while including the reload pushed 
the gage error to over 5 gm. Based on literature reviewed (Wu, Hu, Dou, and Mui, 1997) 
components could be expected to displace downward on the order of 12 gm. Using this 
as a baseline it is evident that 12 gm could not be measured reliably if the system was 
only confident to ±36, or ±15 gm. Based on the fact that the inclusion of a reload 
operation caused an unacceptable jump in the gage error (repeatability) of the 
measurement, it was surmised that surface roughness of the sample was to blame. A 
reload is defined as removing the current board being measured from the output conveyor 
and then reloading it immediately on the input conveyor. It is also possible to prevent the 
current PCB from leaving the machine and simply re-measuring it. The measurement 
error was caused because of the inability of the vision system to exactly match the relative 
XY coordinate plane from reload to reload. 
To negate the effects of surface roughness, a change was made in the 
measurement method. Instead of a single measurement at one point, a .003 inch square 
matrix of measurements (9 measurements) was taken about the point to be measured. 
The center point of the matrix corresponds to the original point of interest and each row 
or column has a .001 inch gap between them. These values were then averaged and taken 33 
to be representative of the surface height. This allowed the repeatability standard error to 
be reduced to 2 gm, which results in a measurement confidence of ±6 µm (±36). 
5.3 Pull Test SSR Experiment 
Development of a theoretical model to predict the strength of a molten solder joint 
under a tensile load is not useful until its outputs can be validated with reality. Therefore, 
it is imperative to have good data that represents the actual strength of the solder joint. 
To obtain this information an experiment must be performed. Utilizing the concept of a 
standard tensile test, the experiment will provide the restoring force of the solder joint 
given the elongation of the joint.  It is anticipated that a series of plots of restoring force 
vs. elongation will allow validation of theoretical models developed to date. Designed as 
a factorial experiment, the specific effects of lead material and solder volume will be 
determined. 
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Figure 18 Pull Test fixture concept. A motor driven positioning table is used to remove a 
component with molten solder joints from the PCB while a load cell measures the force. 34 
This experiment will utilize a specialized free standing test fixture to perform the 
experimental measurement (Figure 18). Two things will be controlled, temperature of the 
solder joints and rate of solder joint deformation. The output from this experiment will 
be the restoring force provided by the joint for a given amount of deformation at a 
constant temperature. Results from this experiment will provide the data needed to 
ensure that a theoretical model is accurate. By carrying out the tests in this fixture instead 
of the reflow oven, confounding effects can be removed (i.e. drag forces, machine 
vibrations, etc.). Because the forces and deformations involved are small, a displacement 
system capable of small displacements per unit time must be utilized. 
A method of operation would be similar to the following. The component to be 
tested has a tab glued to it so that a tensile force applied to it will pass through the 
centroid of the part. A light rod is attached to the tab and the load cell so that a tensile 
force applied to it will be in the vertical direction only. This rod is then attached to the 
positioning stage. The heating element is turned on and the joints are all allowed to come 
to some common temperature. The displacement motor that drives the positioning table 
is activated and draws the part away from the circuit board at a constant rate. Load data is 
captured by a digital oscilloscope and stored electronically. Before sample testing they 
are baked to ensure a constant temperature throughout the package. This facilitates a 
quick change over of test specimens. The formation of intermetallics was not included in 
this analysis. 35 
5.3.1 Experimental Design 
This experiment was carried out as a 2k fractional factorial experiment. The 
factors considered were solder volume (A) and lead material (B). The purpose of this 
experiment was to find out the maximum amount of deflection possible for a solder joint. 
For this reason, only the most essential variables were included. For each of the 31 part 
types tested, the experiment was either a 22 factorial design or a single factor experiment 
duplicated, each consisting of four runs. Specific factors associated with each package 
type are shown Table 4. 
Component Type  Solder Volume (a)  Lead Material (b) 
Connector  V 
SOT  V 
DPAK  V 
SOIC  V 
SSOP  V 
TSOP  V 
QFP  V 
QFP-PALL  V  V 
Tantalum Cap.  V 
PLCC  V 
BGA  V 
Table 4 Pull Test Design of Experiment. Checks denote 
factors applied to particular component types. 
Solder volume was manipulated through the use of two stencils of differing 
thickness, .1016mm and .1524mm. Lead material was adjusted by using equivalent 
packages with different lead material. In this experiment one set of packages had tin-lead 
solder leads, while the other had palladium leads. 36 
Eight components of each type were included in the experiment and run in 
random order. There are 2 design types and the design matrices for each type can be 
found in Appendix C to this document. A plus(+) signifies a process parameter run at the 
high level, while a minus(-) signifies a process parameter run at the low level. The actual 
run order of the parts is randomized by part type and by treatment combination. 
5.3.2 Pull Test Apparatus 
Several designs were created and evaluated during this experiment. The basic 
design of each was the same, but with some different methods implemented. Initially, a 
simple test setup was used to determine if using a hotplate would be an acceptable 
approach. 
Creating a homogenous temperature environment for the solder joints was 
imperative. Therefore, control of heat transfer throughout any test-bed assembly had to 
be considered. Such an environment would result from a chamber that surrounds the 
component and is in direct contact with the hot plate. The box should be insulated to 
prevent conducted heat loss through the walls from being convected away at the outer 
surface. Several thermocouples located inside the heating area assured that a constant 
temperature was reached before testing began. If the temperature gradient across the 
solder joints was too great, it would cause a phenomenon known as cold solder joints. 
Cold solder joints are defined as a connection exhibiting poor wetting and a grayish, 
porous appearance due to insufficient heat, inadequate cleaning prior to soldering, or 
excessive impurities in the solder (IPC Standard, 1988). 37 
To determine if this would be a problem, an experiment was conducted. This 
consisted of placing a piece of FR4 circuit board with two previously reflow soldered 
Bumper Quad Flat Pack (BQFP) 132 lead components on a hot plate. A thermocouple 
was attached with epoxy to the top of the component as well as to the FR4 board at the 
base of the component. The hot plate was turned on and set to a temperature of 220°C. It 
was allowed to stay on for approximately 2 minutes and then was turned off and allowed 
to cool.  Using a Super Mole Goldrm data acquisition device designed by Electronic 
Controls Design for use in reflow and wave solder ovens, the temperatures were recorded 
and plotted (Figure 19). For comparative purposes, an already assembled PCB had 
thermocouples attached to a BQFP196 in the same fashion as those attached to the 
BQFP132. This board was put through the reflow oven twice, once with the BQFP196 in 
an upright position and once with it inverted (Figure 20, Figure 21). 
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Figure 19 Hotplate Experiment showing the temperature lag between the PCB and 
the component. Once the heat source is turned off the two temperatures quickly 
become identical. 38 
Results show that in the reflow oven, there is virtually no temperature difference 
between the board temperature and the component temperature. Looking at the hot plate 
scenario one will see a larger difference between the board temperature and the 
component temperature. Fortunately the difference is still quite small, even at the peak 
(-7°C). It is assumed that with the testing occurring inside an insulated chamber the 
difference would be even further diminished. 
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Figure 20 Reflow Validation Experiment  Top Side: No 
significant temperature difference between the component and 
the PCB. 
Design one, was initially preferred as it physically models the exact situation of 
SSR (Figure 22). The component has a stainless steel pull tab glued to its surface using a 
high temperature adhesive. This tab is inserted into a stainless steel pull rod and set 
screwed into place. The rod itself is screwed onto a threaded stud protruding upward 
from the load cell. 39 
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Figure 21 Reflow Validation Experiment  Bottom Side: No 
significant temperature difference between the PCB and the 
component. 
The load cell is mounted on a positioning table that moves in the vertical 
direction. Ideally the component/rod/loadcell is raised up to the hot plate until the sample 
PCB just touches the upside-down hotplate. The PCB would be clamped against the 
hotplate and allowed to heat up. This proved extremely troublesome as the component, 
regardless of care taken, would still put a small amount of torque about the load cells 
protruding stud. This caused extremely erroneous readings due to the uneven strain 
experience by the internal load cell strain gages. 
Design two had three changes made (Figure 23). First, the hot plate was flipped 
over so that components were now being pull up off of it. Second, a new pullrod was 
created that was not rigidly attached to the load cell. Rather, the pullrod ran up out of the 
testing chamber through a linear bearing. 40 
Figure 22 Pull test design 1: Used an inverted hotplate 
against which the PCB could be clamped. Component is then 
pull down from the PCB. 
The end of the rod was hooked to a piano wire(.1524mm diameter) which ran up and over 
a pulley supported by two radial bearings (ABEC-5) across the testing chamber, over 
another pulley and down to the load cell. This design provided much better results, but 
the effect of the friction in the radial bearings was causing some noise in the 
measurement. 
Design three eliminated the piano wire and pulley scheme. Instead, the load cell 
was hung upside down over the top of the testing chamber (Figure 24). The pull rod was 
then hooked to a small thread harness that connected directly to the load cell. This 
eliminated the torque on the load cell and proved to provide very repeatable results. 41 
Figure 23 Pull Test Design 2: Hotplate is inverted so components can be pulled up 
off of the hotplate. Two pulleys are utilized so that when the positioning table 
moves down the attached harness pulls up on the tension rod. 
Motion of the pull rod was achieved by mounting the load cell on a precision 
micrometer positioning table. Displacement measurement was not necessary as the load 
cell was sampled at a constant frequency and the positioning table moved at a constant 
rate. Therefore, a simple rate x time calculation will yield the displacement for any point 
in time. 
The load cell used was an OMEGA® LCFA-50GMS, required 10 Volts DC 
excitation and had 2mV output/ 1 Volt input. The output from the load cell was 
amplified and filtered using an OMEGA® DMD-465WB Strain Gage Amplifier and 42 
Signal Conditioning Module. Output from this was captured with a Tektronix TDS 744A 
Digital 
Figure 24 Pull Test Design 3: Same inverted hotplate as design 2, but the pulley 
system has been removed. Here, the positioning table is attached hanging upside 
down over the test chamber. 
Storage Oscilloscope (DSO). The DSO was set to sample at 10 samples per second. The 
hot plate heater was a Chromalux 600 Watt half sheath disc heater. Temperature of the 43 
hot plate was measured by a thermocouple and controlled by a WEST Model 8000 PD 
controller utilizing a Potter & Brumfield mechanical relay KRPA-14AG-120. The 
vertical motion of the tester was achieved with a precision micrometer positioning table 
driven by a 24Volt DC Pittman electric motor. The electric motor was geared 10800:1 
and produced a maximum vertical translation of the positioning table of 5.14p/Second. 
The motor was controlled with a Minark MM21000 Open Chassis DC Motor Speed 
Controller. 
5.3.3 Gate Study 
To establish confidence in the measurements being made a gage repeatability and 
reliability (Gage R&R) study was carried out. This involved creating a set of calibrated 
weights that could be used to apply a load to the load cell. Using a 2.54cm diameter brass 
rod, it was sliced into thin discs of approximately 10 grams each. These were then 
measured precisely with a calibrated and certified electronic scale with a precision of 
.0001 grams. With the mass of all other components accounted for, the weights are then 
added one by one to the tension rod with the resulting voltage reading being recorded. 
This was done each time before testing was to begin. Results showed the voltage gage 
error to be around  gage = .00161 volts. Using at ±3o confidence interval this translates to 
a maximum measurement error of ±36gap =.5 grams. 44 
6. Analysis and Discussion 
6.1 Introduction 
The analysis is broken into nine sections. These are empirical process guidelines, 
BGA SSR advantage, SSR critical process parameters, joint energy contributors, 
component failure mode, pull test analysis, estimation of weight and process energy, 
process yield concept, and new component evaluation rules. 
The first four sections deal with the reflow testing that took place. Empirical 
process guidelines refers simply to the expansion of acceptable packages based upon the 
components used in the SSR reflow oven test. In carrying out this experiment an 
advantage of BGA components over QFP and PLCC components was noticed. BGAs 
seem to be more suited for SSR because as the number of connections increases, the 
component mass increases at the same rate. Therefore there is not a situation where the 
component mass/lead reaches a value where the solder restoring force is insufficient to 
hold it in place. Based on statistical data it appears likely that factor Nitrogen has a 
significant impact on a components ability to withstand SSR. Also, based on the same 
statistical data, it becomes apparent that attention needs to be paid to both the affects of 
weight and process factors on a component during SSR. Finally, it was noticed during 
SSR that displacement of a component was not even and the components were tilting. 
No cause was found but a likely source was tracked down. Using the data obtained from 
the reflow test and the pull test it was then possible to estimate process and weight energy 
values. 45 
The pull test analysis looks at the significance of the factors solder volume and 
component lead materials effect on maximum force per lead and total work per lead. The 
process yield concept refers to a proposed model for predicting component specific 
process yields. Finally a set of rules is established to evaluate a new component with. 
6.2 Empirical Process Guidelines 
As the end purpose of all the work done to this point was to create process 
guidelines, the simplest and most direct route is to base them off of the empirical 
knowledge gained. That is, given the wide range of components tested in the reflow 
experiment, guidelines can be based on these results (Table 5). Of course, all results are 
contingent upon the process settings under which they were obtained (fan rate, chain 
speed, etc.). 
Results indicate that all packages tested with the exception of one are suitable for 
SSR. During the testing two types of components failed SSR. These were QFP144 
(3/16), and QFP304 (21/32). Immediately suspicious was the failure of QFP144, and it is 
likely that these results should be discounted. From data provided in later sections, one 
can see why skepticism with these results is granted. This example serves as a reminder 
that that many factors indirectly affect the success of SSR. While these were not looked 
at specifically, things such as board cleanliness and consistent solder can make the 
difference between success and failure. 
The QFP144 mentioned previously appears to have violated a crucial assumption 
regarding successful SSR. SSR assumes that the solder will wet both the component lead 46 
and the PCB pad equally well. From inspection it appears this components solder joint 
was rough as well as having wetted up on top of the gull-wing foot (Figure 25). This is 
indicative of wetting problems although it is not clear what caused this. This type of joint 
would be considered unacceptable by industry standards(IPC). Other QFP joints all 
appeared smooth with at most wetting up to the top of the gull-wing foot sides (Figure 
26). 
Mass  Mass/Lead  Success 
Component  (grams)  (grams)  Lead Type  Lead Pitch  Rate 
SMT Connector 13'  4.171  0 042  Gull  1.27mm (.05")  100.0% 
SMT Connector 13'  1.526  0.019  Gull  .8mm  (.031")  100.0% 
BGA 225  2.274  0.010  Eutectic  1.5mm (.059")  100.0% 
BGA 352  3.697  0.011  Eutectic  1.27mm (.05")  100.0% 
BGA 361-10/90  3.337  0.009  Hi-Temp  1.27mm (.05")  100.0% 
BGA 420  4.215  0.010  Eutectic  1.27mm (.05")  100.0% 
microBGA 46  0.064  0.001  Eutectic  75mm (.03")  100.0% 
PLCC 44  2.286  0.052  J  1.27mm (.05")  100.0% 
PLCC 68  4.316  0.063  J  1.27mm (.05")  100.0% 
PLCC 84  6.767  0.081  J  1.27mm (.05")  100.0% 
QFP 144  1.339  0.009  Gull-wing  .5mm  (.02")  81.3% 
OFF' 160  5.903  0 037  Gull-wing  65mm (.026")  100.0% 
QFP 240  7 557  0 031  Gull-wing  .5mm  (.02")  100.0% 
QFP 304  13.119  0.043  Gull-wing  5mm  (.02")  34.4% 
LQFP 80  0.446  0.006  Gull-wing  .5mm  (.02")  100.0% 
LQFP 100  0.627  0.006  Gull-wing  5mm  (.02")  100.0% 
LQFP 208  2.364  0.011  Gull-wing  .5mm  (.02")  100.0% 
SOIC 24  0.601  0.025  Gull-wing  1.27mm (.05")  100.0% 
SOIC 40  1.383  0.035  Gull-wing  1 27mm ( 05")  100.0% 
SSOP 64  1.271  0.020  Gull-wing  .8mm  ( 031")  100.0% 
TSOP 40  0.401  0.010  Gull-wing  5mm  (.02")  100.0% 
Chip 7343 /Tant D  0.302  0.151  100.0% 
SOT 223  0.109  100.0% 
STO 252  0.298  Non-Symmetric Leads  100 0% 
STO 263  1.470  100.0% 
Table 5 Reflow Oven Test Empirical Results showing 
which components failed. 47 
Figure 25 QFP144 solder joint: solder appears rough and 
wrinkled. The solder is also wetted up on top of the lead. 
Figure 26 QFP304 solder joint: solder appears smooth and wets 
up the sides of the lead. 
Due to this difference the results of the QFP144 component can be discounted. In the 
later section containing the pull test results it is also apparent that other factors are at play. 
Most likely too heavy, the ability of the QFP304 to withstand SSR was very poor. 
This was not an unexpected result, and provides valuable information regarding at what 48 
point components will start to fall off. In addition, it is apparent that using the right 
process settings it may be possible to make these stay on consistently with a low failure 
rate. However it is a high risk component and replacement of the QFP304 with 
something less risky would be preferred. 
6.3 BGA SSR Advantage 
An interesting, and fairly obvious relationship has been noted based on 
component data from this research.  Selection of component packaging appears to be one 
of the most important choices for ensuring no failures occur during SSR. In particular, in 
Table 5 notice the column titled "Mass/Lead". Apparent is that on the J and Gull-wing 
leaded components as the number of leads increases, the mass/lead does as well. Also 
apparent is that the mass/lead of the BGA components is relatively constant. That is, as 
the number of the connections on the BGA increases, the mass/lead remains essentially 
unchanged. 
For clarification, consider a square QFP package. If the mass is considered 
proportional to the area of the component (footprint), and the area of the component is a 
function of the number of leads/side, then for each lead/side added, the total mass of the 
component will increase by the following relationship (Equation 5,Figure 27). In the case 
of square full grid array matrix BGAs, for each increase in grid size, the mass per 
connection will remain constant. Because of this, BGA components are highly favored 
over QFP packages. The relationships shown in Equation 5 and Figure 27 are based upon 
the components used in this experiment. Because components from different 49 
manufacturers are made of different materials and may have different dimensions the 
relationships presented are not exact. Nevertheless, they agree very closely with reality 
and substitution of QFP packages with BGA packages significantly reduces SSR risk. 
( # New Leads  # Original Leads 
( 
# New Leads
A Area =  +2x 
Side  Side  Side 
Equation 5 QFP Package area as a function of leads per side. This implies that 
the mass per lead increases as the number of leads increase. 
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Figure 27 Mass/lead versus the number leads for a QFP component. 
Regardless of the number of balls on a BGA mass/lead remains constant. 
This is an idealized situation but comparison with data will show very close 
similarity. 50 
6.4 SSR Critical Process Parameters 
Statistical analysis of the reflow data was performed using multiple linear 
regression on all components, with the factors Nitrogen, Lead Material, Solder Volume, 
Warpage Clamp, Chain Speed, and Fan Flow Rate as the independent variables. 
Component displacement was the response variable. Results obtained from this test 
showed in each case except for one (QFP304) that all factors were insignificant (a=.05). 
In the case of the QFP 304 as so many of the components fell off inside the reflow 
oven, instead of using displacement as a response, a coded variable was used (0= stayed 
on, 1=fell off). Using multiple linear regression doesn't allow for having a binary 
response variable therefore a Logistic regression analysis was performed (Ramsey and 
Schafer, 1997). Logistic regression provides the odds that the outcome is one of two 
binary results, given a set of independent inputs (either interval or nominal variables). In 
this case the outcome is that the component either falls off or does not fall off of the PCB 
during SSR. The column "Proportion to fall" can be considered the proportion of 
components expected to fail SSR (as predicted by the Logistic Regression model) given 
the process settings in the row to the left (Table 6). 
Results showed only Nitrogen to be significant in association with the response 
variable. While the model obviously shows some holes in it, it seems apparent nitrogen 
does have a significant effect on SSR (p=.005). Because this is a little bit different than a 
multiple linear regression, the model coefficients have a slightly different interpretation. 
The exact mechanics of the model are left to the reader, a simple explanation is as 
follows. The model ratio is determined by multiplying the process setting (1,0) times the 51 
respective coefficient and summing up the result. If the resulting value is 0, the model 
will predict that 50% of components will fall off.  If the value is positive then some ratio 
smaller than 50% will result, or if the value is negative a ratio larger than 50% will result. 
Of course comparison of the coefficient magnitude and sign with other coefficients 
allows the relative impact of a particular factor to be assessed. 
1=high  -Proportion  Actual 
0=low  Intercept  I  Nitrogen  to Fall  I Fail Rate 
coefficient  0.5108  -3.2189 
case 
1  1  0  50%  100% 
2  0  50%  0% 1 
3  1  96%  100% 1 
4  1  96%  50% 1 
5  1  0  50% 0% 
6  1  0  50% 0% 
7  1  96%  100% 1 
1 8  1  96%  100% 
9  1  0  50% 0% 
10  1  0 50% 0% 
11  1  96%  100% 1 
12  1  96%  100% 1 
13  0  50%  100% 1 
14  0  50%  100% 1 
15  96%  100% 1 1 
16  1  1  96% 100% 
Table 6 QFP304 Logit Results. Logit analysis provides the probability that a 
certain binary outcome occurs given a set of independent variable inputs. 
An explanation of nitrogen's effect in a physical sense follows. Use of nitrogen as 
a soldering atmosphere will in the presence of clean unoxidized materials cause the 
surface tension of solder to increase. However, based on observation it has been stated 52 
that use of inert soldering atmosphere will decrease surface tension. This has been 
proven incorrect. A clean un-oxidized solder joint in the presence of nitrogen will have 
an increased surface tension relative to air. If a layer of oxide exists prior to an inert 
reflow it can be expected that the surface tension of the solder will be reduced from the 
presence of this contaminant (Lau, 1994). Soldering in air on the other hand will 
encourage rapid oxidation that lowers the surface tension of the solder. However, if the 
oxidation layer is thick enough it will dominate the fluid interface with a mechanical 
rigidity (Lau, 1994). Therefore, if a solder joint was allowed to oxidize significantly 
before the joints became molten this thick oxide layer may prevent them from falling. 
But, if significant oxidation did not occur before the joints became molten the presence of 
nitrogen and the oxidation would result in reduced surface tension. This in turn would 
cause the component to fall off. Because in the experimentation carried out the presence 
of nitrogen did in fact correlate to the components falling off, evidence is granted towards 
this mechanism. 
Examination of the experimental error (predicted-actual) shows an interesting 
pattern (Figure 28). It appears that there are additional factors not accounted for at work. 
Note how the error seems to run in three distinct zones (Profile 1, 2&3, 4). This is not by 
chance, the zones exactly correspond to the four different reflow profiles used in the 
experiment. Profiles two and three were most similar with fan speed and chain speed in a 
high-low and low-high combination. Profiles one and four were most extreme with fan 
speed and chain speed at a low-low and high-high setting. Based on this it must be 
assumed that factors associated with reflow profile other than chain speed and fan speed 
are present. 53 
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Figure 28 Reflow test experimental error. Note how profiles 2&3 
have the same error but profile 1 & 4 are much different. 
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Figure 29 Reflow Profile illustrating max. temperature and 
time above liquidus. 54 
A reflow profile is a description of the temperatures that a PCB would see in the 
different heating zones within a reflow oven (Figure 29). A typical profile would slowly 
heat the PCB and component up to just below solder eutectic temperature during the first 
zones (soaking zone). At that point the assembly is quickly heated up to 215°C and then 
just as quickly cooled back to just below the eutectic temperature (spike zone). Finally, 
the assembly is slowly cooled to room temperature in the last zones of the oven. 
While the four profiles were designed to reach the same maximum temperature, 
soak times and temperature ramp rates were harder to control due to the process settings 
used on the chain speed (extremely fast and extremely slow) and Fan Speed (Hi and 
Low). A fast chain speed with a low fan setting made reaching the eutectic temperature 
difficult, as convection heat transfer rates were severely limited. Thus, the two chain and 
fan speed dependent factors with an affect on SSR are maximum temperature reached, 
and time above the solder liquidus temperature. While the maximum temperatures 
reached were all about 210°C, it is assumed that time above liquidus varied by profile. It 
is unknown what affect the varying liquidus times will have on SSR. 
In short the results from this analysis have proven inconclusive due to a 
confounding effect present in the profile settings. While it is evident that nitrogen is a 
significant process parameter, further investigation must be carried out to discount other 
factors as being insignificant. It is believed that chain and fan speed dependent factors 
(maximum temperature, liquidus time, etc.) are playing a major role in determining SSR 
outcomes. Identification and measurement of these will result in a model free from the 
confounding effect in the present design. 55 
Future work carried out may be simplified by splitting this type of experiment into 
three pieces. The first experiment would look at all factors not associated with the reflow 
profile. The second experiment would look only at factors associated with reflow profile. 
Finally a third experiment taking into account all significant variables could be performed 
to look at factor interactions. Due to the smaller size of each experiment, these three 
phases of investigation would consume little more resources than one large experiment. 
6.5 Joint Energy Contributors 
A question of interest with the pull test was, "Can the hypothesis that components 
fail from excessive energy absorption from both component weight and process influence 
be supported?" In essence this asks, does a part have a maximum energy threshold above 
which it will fail, and does this energy come from both the component mass and the 
process influence (Equation 6). 
Weight Energy + Process Energy < Joint Threshold Energy 
Equation 6 Fundamental SSR relationship. This basic relationship indicates the 
presence of process factors as significant contributors to a components SSR 
compatibility. 
To aid in understanding of this concept imagine a molten solder joint on the 
backside of the PCB. If there is no external force acting on it (i.e. vibration, fluid drag, 
etc.) except for component weight, the joint will displace or elongate until it's restoring 56 
force is equal to the component weight. Now, if an additional force is applied the joint 
can be elongated up to some point at which it will fail. So, there exits two points of 
interest, the joint displacement associated with the component weight alone and the 
maximum possible joint displacement. Now consider the component going through the 
reflow oven. As it travels down the conveyor there is a certain amount of bumping and 
shaking of the component due to the fans, motor vibrations, etc. These process factors 
will cause the solder joint to move (displace) from its weight equilibrium position. If at 
any time the solder joint has a drag or vibration induced force large enough to stretch the 
joint past its ultimate displacement position, it will fail. 
Consider the two different types of components that fell off inside the reflow oven 
during testing. These components were QFP304 (21/32 fell off) and QFP144(3/16 fell 
off). These results agree with the assumption that process settings can greatly affect the 
ability of a component to successfully undergo SSR. If this were not the case, one would 
see all components fail, or none at all for any given set of processing conditions. As a 
fraction of two different components have failed under varied processing conditions it 
appears evident that differing levels of process energy were applied to the joint depending 
on the process settings. Therefore, the energy applied to the joints acts in a non-constant 
manner and is most likely could be represented as a random function. 
If a process yield model is desired two pieces of information must be available. 
First, the restoring force of a solder joint as a function of displacement is needed. 
Second, the force acting on the solder joint on behalf of process settings. This would take 
on the form of a random function and would likely be have a common distribution such 
as the normal distribution. Straightforward calculations would surrender the estimated 57 
process yield. At the present this is a ways off in the distance, but further work is surely 
warranted. 
6.6 Component Tilt 
A common assumption made about SSR is that a component would displace away 
from the PCB until the solder joint reaction force reaches equilibrium with the weight. If 
the component's weight were large, it would then displace until the molten solder joints 
fail. A never stated assumption here is that the displacement is even on the component. 
Or stated another way, the component does not tilt.  If the displacement were uneven and 
resulted in a tilting component, this will have a significant effect on how a component 
falls off during SSR. In particular, forces and energies much smaller then anticipated 
may be sufficient to cause failure. 
Apparent from the reflow experiment data is the uneven nature in which the 
components have displaced (APPENDIX B). Far from being an even or nearly even 
displacement, the components have tilted wildly, although not on a scale to be noticed 
visually (Figure 30, Figure 31). In some cases such as the QFP 144, maximum 
displacement minus minimum displacement averaged 170 gm, component corner to 
component corner. As is evident these were not uniform displacements, rather one corner 
displaced greatly while the others displaced to a lesser extent. Viewing of the box plots 
associated with each component provides convincing evidence that the tilt is not random 
in nature. This finding is significant as it suggests the failure mechanism of the 
components. A direct consequence of this is that the energy needed to cause a component 58 
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Figure 30 QFP160: Three measurement positions, difference of before 
and after SSR measurements. 
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Figure 31 QFP160: Three measurement positions, before and after SSR. 59 
to fail during SSR may be much less than previously assumed. This means components 
are likely to tilt and thereby cause only a few leads to fail. However, once these fail the 
resulting increased load on the others creates a chain reaction whereby the leads fail one 
by one until the component falls off entirely. In any case, further investigation is 
warranted as identification and validation of a failure mechanism will result in a much 
more complete SSR modeling system. 
In an attempt to lend some significance to this hypothesis, a multiple linear 
regression (n=23) was performed. The response variable was the maximum average 
displacement of the three positions measured on each component. This was chosen as the 
components that failed also had one corner displace greatly. It is hypothesized that this is 
an indicator of the point where component failure would begin. 
Explanatory variables considered were weight, weight/lead, component height, 
and probability. Inclusion of weight, and weight/lead was a straightforward choice, 
inclusion of component height was in attempt to see if fluid drag possibly had a 
measurable effect. Probability refers to the data obtained from the pull test where the 
average maximum force was calculated and compared to the weight of the component. 
Results of this probability analysis are presented in a later section (Table 8). 
This analysis supports the tilt hypothesis offered. That is, there is a statistical 
significance between the magnitude of displacement and the weight (p=.0001) of the 
component as well as the probability that the restoring force will be less than the 
component weight (p=.005). This result can be interpreted as meaning that components 
with a high displacement and large mass have a higher probability of failure. While this 60 
of course makes good sense intuitively, it also lends support to the hypothesis that a 
component fails by tilting away from the PCB. 
Another method was devised to try to understand the tilting phenomenon. In this 
case a method by which the nature of the component tilt could be classified was created. 
This method broke down the overall tilt into its basic components. Specifically, there are 
4 base tilts that all other compounded tilts come from. Imagine a rectangular plane with 
an axis running through the center of its length (X-axis) and width (Y-axis). These four 
basic tilts are (1&2) a positive and negative twist about the axis passing through the plane 
in the X direction and (3&4) a positive and negative twist about the axis passing through 
then center of the plane in the Y direction. From these four basic tilts an additional 12 
general tilt models were constructed. The nature of the tilt was calculated for each 
component and fit to one of the 16 characterized tilt models. Using this as a response 
variable ANOVA analysis was carried out in an attempt to relate position to the nature of 
the component tilt. The independent factors investigated were X and Y location of 
component centroids measured from one board corner as well as polar coordinates 
relative to the board center. These factors proved to be extremely insignificant (p>>.05). 
After attempts to attribute the tilting of the component to process factors proved 
unsuccessful, while at the same time remembering the tilting was very repeatable, an 
alternative hypothesis was created. Information provided by a PCB manufacturer states 
that current process technology limits the ability of a PCB fabricator to control the Hot 
Air Leveled Solder (HASL) thickness on pads between 0.75  37.5 pm (Parquet and 
Boggs, 1997). For comparison purposes, the solder thickness deposited on the pads was 
.1016mm and .1524mm of which only 50% is metal. This results in a crude estimate that 61 
a layer of metal .0508mm to .0762mm was left. In addition, the co-planarity tolerance of 
parts used is .1mm. Combining these two sources of co-planarity error, and assuming 
they are repeatable (i.e. the lead bending die bends all leads the same and the HASL 
thickness while uncontrollable is repeatable) and that components were all oriented they 
same way on the PCB (they were in this test) this may explain the repeatable component 
tilting. 
6.7 Estimation of Weight and Process Energy Values 
In an effort to determine the amount of energy that is input into a solder joint, 
comparison of results between the reflow experiment and the pull test can be made. 
Critical data provided by the pull test is the total work needed to make a joint fail and 
data provided by the reflow test is the displacement that the weight of the component 
causes when inverted. At this point a distinction needs to be made between the total 
amount by which a component displaces after reflow versus the amount past equilibrium 
that it displaces. Imagine a component with no mass. When this component is reflow 
soldered, it would not matter if it were on the top or the bottom side of the board. In both 
cases the solder joints would be identical. The height of these solder joints corresponds 
to the neutral joint configuration, or neutral joint height. That is, if a compressive force is 
applied to a neutral joint it will reduce in height and if a tensile force is applied it will 
increase in height. The neutral height can be determined experimentally as the point at 
which there is neither a compressive or tensile load on the solder joint. 62 
"Ballpark" figures for the QFP304 indicate that the average work per lead at 
failure was .316 gjoules, while the average displacement after reflow was 68 gm. The 
value of 68gm is the total amount of displacement from below the neutral joint height to 
above it. Using the pull test data it is estimated that the distance from the initial pre-SSR 
joint height to the neutral height is very small and is indistinguishable given the 
measurement repeatability error. This indicates that the component displaces 68gm past 
the neutral joint height. Using this estimate it is possible to relate the work required 
moving the 68gm past the neutral position to the work required to remove the component 
entirely. 
Results from this, based on the experimental data, indicate that approximately 5-
10% of the energy needed to knock the component off during reflow comes from the 
weight. Therefore, it can be assumed that approximately 90-95% of the energy input to a 
component comes from the process factors. Reducing the energy inputs from these 
factors should allow significantly heavier components to be placed on the backside of a 
PCB. 
A note on these results as they seem quite counterintuitive. First, this was based 
on the assumption that a component would evenly displace away from the circuit board 
until such time that the solder joints fail. This is the failure model that the pull test was 
based upon as well. As was discussed in the previous section, this ideal failure mode is 
likely not the case. Second, use of average displacement data will have a margin of error 
associated with it as well as this is not the way in which the components actually 
displaced (evenly vs. tilted). Further investigation taking into account the tilting failure 63 
hypothesis will likely increase the accuracy of this analysis. In the future, analysis to 
uncover this relationship could use the method presented. Figure 32 displays graphically 
this concept. Details of these calculations are contained in Appendix A. 
Figure 32 Sources of Process Energy. Weight work plus 
process work must be greater than a threshold value. 
6.8 Pull Test Analysis 
6.8.1 Pull Test Experiment Results 
Statistical analysis was carried out on the Pull Test data in the form of multiple 
linear regression models. Component model independent variables consisted of solder 
volume and lead material. Lead material was available only for three components and the 
two levels were tin-lead solder plated leads and palladium leads. Two response variables 
were looked at, maximum force per lead and total work per lead. In most cases, neither 
lead material nor solder volume showed to be even moderately significant. 64 
Three components, mBGA46, PLCC44, and ST0252 showed suggestive to 
moderate significance of solder volume. Analysis performed on component mBGA46 
suggests maximum force per lead to increase by 24.06e-5 Newtons (p=.0559, 95% C.I. 
49.25e-5 to -1.13e-5, n=5) when the stencil thickness is decreased from .1524mm to 
.1016mm. Analysis performed on component PLCC44 does not indicate any significance 
of solder volume in regard to maximum force per lead (p = .94) but lends moderate 
evidence of a relationship between solder volume and total work per lead (p= .0390). 
Regression results indicate that when the stencil thickness is decreased from .1524mm to 
.1016mm the work per lead increases by .3374p,,Joules (95% C.I. .0236 to .6513, n=8). 
Analysis performed on component ST0252 indicates a significance of solder 
volume in regard to maximum force per lead (p = .0226) as well as evidence of a 
relationship between solder volume and total work per lead (p=.0203). Regression results 
indicate that when the stencil thickness is decreased from .1524mm to .1016mm the 
maximum force per lead increases by 3008e-5 Newtons (95% C.I. 5425e-5 to 591e-5, 
n=8). Regression results indicate that when the stencil thickness is decreased from 
.1524mm to .1016mm the total work per lead increases by 4.7395p.Joules (95% C.I 
8.4443 to 1.0346, n=8). A summary of these results is in Table 7. 
Component  Volume Change  Response  Effect on Response 
Variable 
MB GA46  Decrease  Max. Force/Lead  Increases 
PLCC44  Decrease  Total Work/Lead  Decrease 
ST0252  Decrease  Max. Force/Lead  Increases 
Table 7 Pull Test DOE Results. Volume was significant in several cases. 65 
While these results suggest that volume plays a role, the fact that so few 
components showed volume significant is a sign of experimental noise. Things such as 
solder oxidation, HASL solder volume, operator dependent error, device dependent error, 
and sample variations probably all play a role in determining force and work 
characteristics of a component. While these results are valid in the sense that the pull 
tester was operating correctly, obviously they not as precise as one would like. From the 
experience gained care must be taken in the future to adjust for the factors mentioned. 
With that said it is worthy to note that this is the most likely the first set of empirical data 
ever produced by a controlled experiment. (Table 8). 
6.8.2 Pull Tester Charts 
Time vs. Mass charts were constructed for each type of component .  These can 
also be thought of as Force vs. Displacement charts as each quantity varies by a constant 
(g = 980cm/s2, disp. = 5.14p/Sec.). The Y-axis (Mass) has been adjusted for the weight 
of the tension rod, tension harness, and component mass. Therefore, the charts represent 
only the restoring force of the solder joints. 
In reviewing pull test charts, for each component type the shape of the time vs. 
mass curve seems to remain relatively constant. Also apparent is usually one or more 
curves that seem to be unbelievable (either to tall or short in comparison to the others). 
For instance, on the chart for QFP240, five of the trials have maximum mass of 10 to 20 
grams while the other 4 have a maximum mass between .2 and 1 grams. In this case, Component Data  Maximum Force / Lead (mN  Total Work / Lead (microJoules) 
Zarrow & 
De Klein  P(F/L<Co 
Ratio Test  mp 
Symmetric  Weight/Lead  (grams/  Standard  Upper  Lower  Standard  Upper  Lower  Weight/Le  Observed 
Unsymmetric  (mN)  inA2)  n  Average  Deviation  95%C.I  95% C.I.  Average  Deviation  95°/0C.1  95% C.I.  ad)  Failures 
BGA225  0.099  3.825  8  0.850  0.041  0.885  0.816  0.747  0.110  0.839  0.655  0.00%  0.00% 
BGA352  0.103  5.350  8  0.712  0.048  0.752  0.671  0.663  0.066  0.718  0.608  0.00%  0.00% 
BGA361  0.091  4.708  6  0.511  0.137  0.654  0.367  0.073  0.036  0.110  0.035  0.03%  0.00% 
BGA420  0.098  5.111  9  0.737  0.093  0.808  0.665  0.692  0.132  0.794  0.590  0.00%  0.00% 
mBGA46  0.014  3.080  5  0.609  0.152  0.797  0.420  0.238  0.102  0.364  0.112  0.05%  0.00% 
PLCC44  0.510  27.709  8  1.205  0.635  1.736  0.674  0.589  0.246  0.795  0.383  0.87%  0.00% 
PLCC68  0.623  33.854  8  0.932  0.209  1.107  0.757  0.517  0.105  0.605  0.430  0.21%  0.00% 
PLCC84  0.790  42.966  8  1.576  0.147  1.699  1.453  0.888  0.161  1.023  0.754  0.00%  0.00% 
QFP100  0.062  8.041  6  0.720  0.153  0.880  0.559  0.263  0.046  0.312  0.215  0.01%  0.00% 
QFP144  0.091  15.500  7  1.152  1.566  2.601  -0.296  0.266  0.227  0.476  0.057  6.16%  18.75% 
QFP160  0.362  51.240  8  0.708  0.266  0.930  0.485  0.301  0.143  0.421  0.182  0.40%  0.00% 
QFP208  0.111  22.285  9  0.688  0.144  0.798  0.577  0.254  0.058  0.298  0.209  0.00%  0.00% 
QFP240  0.309  62.977  5  0.676  0.160  0.874  0.478  0.300  0.084  0.404  0.196  0.34%  0.00% 
QFP304  0.423  86.312  5  1.293  0.561  1.989  0.597  0.316  0.123  0.469  0.163  1.28%  65.63% 
QFP80  0.055  10.563  8  0.542  0.176  0.689  0.395  0.146  0.029  0.170  0.122  0.01%  0.00% 
SOIC40  0.339  18.445  8  0.879  0.268  1.102  0.655  0.396  0.160  0.529  0.262  0.04%  0.00% 
SSOP64  0.195  26.483  7  0.665  0.265  0.910  0.420  0.304  0.122  0.417  0.191  0.17%  0.00% 
TSOP40  0.098  20.060  5  0.514  0.103  0.642  0.387  0.173  0.075  0.266  0.079  0.04%  0.00% 
SOT223  0.356  8  10.618  15.154  23.289  -2.053  1.884  1.461  3.106  0.662  4.85%  0.00% 
ST0252  0.974  8  36.964  20.635  54.218  19.710  6.379  3.217  9.069  3.689  0.08%  0.00% 
ST0263  4.808  8  118.074  44.339  155.148  81.000  24.388  7.723  30.846  17.931  0.01%  0.00% 
TANT  1.483  16.800  8  9.991  5.216  14.352  5.630  1.765  0.991  2.594  0.936  0.12%  0.00% 
Table 8 Pull Test Empirical Data 67 
based on the fact that no QFP240 fell off during the previously described reflow oven 
test, one may conclude these measurements to be erroneous. 
Interpretation of the Time vs. Mass charts also deserves attention as the results 
were not exactly what was expected. The expected result was to see something similar to 
a true stress strain diagram used for solid metals. In a true stress-strain diagram the stress 
and strain both increase until catastrophic failure occurs. Several pull test were like this 
(Figure 33), but the majority appeared to have an initial rapid increase in mass vs. time, 
followed by a slow decrease in mass down to failure (Figure 34). 
Several hypotheses are offered to explain this unexpected result. First, the mass is 
decreasing, but for a reason different than simple displacement. For instance, some 
literature states that as a surface is oxidized its surface tension will decrease until the 
surface is no longer controlled by surface tension. Rather, extreme oxidation will result 
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Figure 34 Common Pull Test Chart 
joint begins to oxidize the force exerted by the solder joints begins to decrease even as the 
displacement is increasing. Second, as the part is being pulled up, it is not completely 
parallel to the PCB on which it was mounted. In this case not all joints have been 
displaced the same amount and therefore do not exert the same force onto the component. 
If this is the case some leads may fail considerably before others thereby producing an 
unexpected force vs. displacement curve. Lastly, if solder volumes are not consistent 
(due to HASL), or lead co-planarity is considered this would be expected to this 
unexpected result as well. Most likely it is a combination of these factors. Further 
investigation would be needed to determine which are most significant. 
One more observation on charts is in regard to the observed oscillatory behavior 
observed on most of them (Figure 34). The frequent appearance suggests the presence of 
some phenomenon. The most obvious explanation would be an external vibration source, 
but this was eliminated through the use of vibration damping materials and rigidly fixing 69 
the whole apparatus to an extremely heavy granite block. The remaining hypothesis is 
that it also is caused by the uneven displacement of the joints across the component and 
joint oxidation. 
While the pull tester provides accurate data that lends insight to the problem of 
SSR, it appears that the capability to deduct quantities such as surface tension is not 
present. In particular there are several areas that should be implemented to improve the 
accuracy of this apparatus. The most important aspect involves the desire to pull the 
component slowly and the desire to prevent unusual amounts of oxidation. As the pull 
rate was only 5 lim /second, in some cases a component was heated to above liquidus for 
9 minutes. In this time the joints oxidized significantly (Figure 35). Increasing the rate 
Figure 35 Oxidized BGA Solder Joint shows the initial barrel 
shaped joint as well as the newly exposed shiny solder in the 
columnar portion. 70 
at which this test took place should allow measurements to be made before to much 
oxidation takes place. Another feature would be the inclusion of nitrogen to prevent 
oxidation. Inclusion of these two controls on the pull tester should provide for much 
better results. 
Additional changes to the pull tester to improve its usability would be a better, 
larger view port. The current port is small and hard to see through. A larger port that 
would allow photographic documentation of component pulls would be useful as well. 
Finally, a different method of attaching the component samples to the hot plate could be 
used. As the test board used warped slightly during its time in the reflow oven, many of 
the test samples had a slight warp to them as well. In terms of testing this meant the 
samples did not sit squarely against the hot plate. When the clamps were tightened it is 
assumed that a slight strain was produced in the FR4, component leads, and solder joints. 
6.8.3 Expected Pull Test Results 
Based on the theory presented an expectation of the results has been developed. 
This hypothesis may prove itself as a method to analyze future experiments, even if 
results are not as expected at this time. The purpose of the pull test was to create 
empirical knowledge of the work and force that are present during the displacement of a 
SMT component. Given this data, one can compare with theoretical models for 
validation. In this case, due to the complex geometry's present in SMT component leads, 
Surface Evolver is the model of choice. Surface Evolver was chosen not because it has 71 
been proven valid in the past. Rather, its relative ease of use for situations such as this 
make it the only reasonable alternative. 
Data of interest specifically is the quantities of work to failure (energy), failure 
force, and failure height. These quantities can be directly compared to the empirical pull 
test data. Quantities that are of interest but not measurable from the experimentation are 
surface area and its compliment surface energy. The importance of these quantities 
directly follows. 
It is hypothesized that a solder joint of a particular configuration (i.e. BGA, Gull, 
J, etc.) is capable of absorbing a limited amount of energy in the form of work. The work 
done on a solder joint is manifested as a change in the joint geometry. This change is 
simply the surface area of the joint multiplied by its surface energy constant plus the 
change in the joint's potential energy. Due to the size of the joint, changes in internal 
pressure can be ignored, although they are included in Surface Evolver analysis for 
completeness. If a force is applied to the joint in a constantly increasing manner, at some 
point the amount of work done, will exceed the maximum energy that the joint can 
absorb. At this point the joint will fail so that a lower total energy state can be achieved 
by the two parts. 
Based on analysis conducted with Surface Evolver it is hypothesized that a solder 
joint will continue to stretch as long as it can absorb energy without becoming unstable. 
Analysis of Surface Evolver data presents the hypothesis that a joint will become unstable 
at the point where its second derivative of Surface Energy with respect to displacement is 
equal to zero (Figure 36, Equation 7). This corresponds to the point of maximum 72 
restoring force.  This is an important result for use in modeling because one needs to 
know why a joint becomes unstable as well as when it becomes unstable. 
This relationship is thought to represent the point at which the energy can no 
longer be absorbed by increasing the surface area at a rapid enough pace. Instead, the 
energy begins to more predominately be manifested as a change in potential energy.  This 
of course corresponds to displacement. That is, the component falls off as the rate of 
change of the potential energy is forced to increase at a fast pace. 
Change in Surface Energy 
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Figure 36 First derivative of Surface Energy as a function of displacement. Based 
on Surface Evolver data. 73  
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Equation 7 Point of Joint Instability. The joint will fail shortly after the second 
derivative of Surface Energy(displacemnt) is equal to zero. This corresponds to the 
maximum force exerted by the joint. It is equivalaent to the Ultimate Tensile 
Strength on an engineering stress-strain diagram. 
6.8.4 Theoretical Results 
The desired result of this work was to create an analytical model that predicts 
success or failure of SSR on an individual component basis. Ideally this model would be 
extremely simple to use and require no knowledge other than component and solder 
specific attributes, i.e. component mass, lead dimensions, pad dimensions, and surface 
tension. Two such models have already been presented as that developed specifically for 
BGA components (Heinrich, Schaefer, Schroeder and Lee, 1996) and the more general 
Zarrow ratio model. Another such model that would be easy to use could be based on the 
joint perimeter, and will be referred to as the perimeter model. 
In terms of the basic ratio model, many of the components tested exceeded this 
with no problems found. Based on this it is considered inadequate. In fact, based on the 
assumption that a significant amount of the work performed on the joint is a result of the 
process, the ratio rule presented is really dependent on the individual process being used 
by the manufacturer. For anyone wishing to optimize their process using the 74 
30grams/inch2 rule will probably result in process capability not fully utilized. 
Characteristics of the equipment being used in terms of the accelerations that the PCB 
assembly experiences during manufacturing must be known in order for full utilization to 
take place. Results from all models as well as pull test data is presented in Table 9. 
The perimeter model simply states that the maximum load that a solder joint can 
withstand without failing is proportional to the solder contact edges on the pad and lead. 
Specifically, the model says that the maximum joint load is the minimum of the lead and 
joint perimeters multiplied times the solder surface tension. Because this is such a simple 
algebraic expression, one may be tempted to include contact angle as well in the to 
improve the model. If this was done, surface tension force balances could be conducted 
around both the lead and pad surfaces. Note the differences in the way that solder wets 
Predicted Maximum Mass (grams) 
Zarrow & 
Part Mass  Pull Test  Perimeter  De Klein  Surface  Heinrich 
(grams)  (grams)  Model  Ratio  Evolver  Model 
BGA 225  2.2736  19.52  17.22  11.32  10  11.02 
BGA 352  3.6974  25.57  26.94  13.17  13.3  17.24 
BGA 420  4.2148  31.57  32.15  15.71  15.9  20.57 
mBGA 46  0.0641  2.86  1.53  0 40  0.94  0.89 
PLCC 44  2.286  5.41  5.57  6.29 
PLCC 68  4.3164  6.46  8.61  9.72 
PLCC 84  6.7672  13.51  10.64  12.00 
QFP 100  0.6272  7.34  6.29  5.94 
QFP 144  1.3392  16.93  8.70  6.58 
QFP 160  5.9028  11.55  12.16  8.78 
QFP 208  2.364  14.59  13 08  8.08 
QFP 240  7.5572  16.55  13.57  9.14 
QFP 304  13.1194  40.10  16.98  11.58 
QFP 80  0.4462  4.43  5.03  3.22 
SOIC 40  1.3834  3.59  3.35  5.72 
SSOP 64  1.2712  4.34  3.32  41.21 
Tant  0.3024  2.04  0.57  0.11 
TSOP 40  0.4012  2.10  2.14  11.90 
Table 9 Restoring Force Model Comparisons. 75 
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Figure 37 Perimeter Model Background. As the solder joints stretch 
under an applied load, a neck will begin to form in the solder. This is 
where joint failure will occur. 
the BGA lead and the gullwing lead (Figure 37). For the force balances taken this results 
in a vertical force proportional to ysin(0) for the BGA and seemingly ysin(90-0) from the 
gullwing lead. As the maximum supportable load is the smaller of the calculated loads 
for the pad and the lead, for the BGA the pad or lead that has a smaller perimeter will 
always limit the maximum load. In the case of the gullwing lead, it would seem that the 
limiting load value may come from either the pad or the lead, depending on the contact 
angle at failure. 
Now suppose the solder wets both the pad and the lead very well (contact angle 
<15°), based on the force balanced conducted, a solder which does not wet as well (i.e. 
contact angle - 45°) will have a higher retention force. Intuitively this does not make 
sense. If good wetting occurs the joint will not fail at either interface. Rather, the joint 76 
will form a neck in its central region and fail at this point. Note that at the point of 
necking, the solder-air interface is completely vertical, thus the magnitude of the vertical 
force is simply surface tension times the joint perimeter at that point. 
Consider a BGA joint just before failure. If the joint profile can be approximated 
as circular it becomes apparent that failure will occur at the necking point. The necessity 
of a contact angle also becomes apparent as a contact angle of zero at the pad will provide 
zero restoring force in the vertical direction. Therefore, the distance between the pad and 
the middle of the joint will be some value less than the radius of the circular arc (Figure 
38). 
Figure 38 BGA joint stages of failure. Solder joint 
boundaries are all circular arcs. 
Using Surface Evolver to calculate restoring forces was determined to be the best 
approach to obtaining a near exact, analytically based answer. With this avenue, no 
laborious method of setting up and solving equations needed to be developed. While 
much more time and labor intensive than a simple algebraic expression (Perimeter model) 
or rule of thumb (Zarrow ratio), if validated the results should prove to be much more 
reliable. 77 
Based on a very complete tutorial provided at the Surface Evolver web site, 
construction of a BGA model was straightforward. Construction of gullwing models was 
looked at also but is not included here due to the complexity of creating such a model. 
Using the variational method to predict the solder restoring force, simulations based on 
the BGA 225, 352, 420 and RBGA 46 were carried out. The results show an interesting 
observation. It appears the Surface Evolver work values are all approximately ten times 
smaller then experimentally measured values (Table l0,Figure 39). 
Surface 
Pad  Part  Solder  Failure  Evolver  Pull Test 
Diameter  Diameter  Volume/Lead Failure  Mass  VVorIVLead Work/Lead 
(cm)  (cm)  (cinn3)  Height (cm) (grams)  (ergs)  (ergs) 
BGA 225  0.07366  0.06350  0.0002336  0.0715  10  0.786  7.47 
BGA 352  0.06350  0.06375  0.0002245  0.0725  13.3  0.778  6.63 
BGA 420  0.06350  0.06375  0.0002245  0.0725  15.9  0.778  6.92 
mBGA 46  0.03048:  0.02763  0.0000217  0.03  0.94  0.178  2.38 
Table 10 Surface Evolver Simulation Results. 
The hypothesis offered is that this discrepancy is related to the oxidation of the 
solder joints during the pull test. An additional note, physical constant values have been 
assumed based upon other's work.  These may or may have not been the appropriate 
values. In addition, factors such as oxidation may have changed the scenario so far from 
the ideal situation being modeled by Surface Evolver, that results cannot be compared. 
These are issues that need to be addressed, but with the work done to this point as a 
foundation, should not prove difficult to proceed with. 78 
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Figure 39 Surface Evolver BGA simulation results vs. the actual results obtained 
in the pull testing. 
6.9 Process Yield Concept 
As has already been presented, a hypothesis offered is that the process of SSR can 
be approached from a probabilities distribution direction. This of course requires some 
empirical data, but in general can provide for a very robust model in comparison to some 
analytic approaches. In particular this requires characterizing the maximum force 
provided by a particular lead type across a range of operating conditions. Also, the 
amount of process energy input to a component's joints as a function of process setting 
must be known also. With this information, "what if' scenarios could be run allowing 
borderline acceptable components to be processed under a particular range of process 79 
settings. In essence, this works as a process indicator to predict yield and determine 
significant process variables. 
6.10 New Component Evaluation 
An important aspect of implementing design guidelines will be evaluation of 
components not yet approved for SSR. This will take place on two levels, experience and 
theory. At this point the theory of determining if a component is acceptable for SSR is 
still not fully developed. Empirical guidelines will be used as a first reference for the 
designer to determine a components SSR compatibility. In the instance where a designer 
wishes to include a component not listed as being acceptable, manufacturing engineering 
must step in and determine analytically if the risk of using the part for SSR is acceptable. 
Additionally, it is hoped that in the future once the ability of theoretical models to 
perform precisely is shown these can then be turned over to design engineering to use 
without input from manufacturing engineering. For the near future the following process 
should be implemented. 
When considering the new component, first classify the lead type, Gull-wing, 
BGA, J, etc., and obtain physical dimensions of it (i.e., pitch, length, height, width) 
Second, measure the mass of the component. Using this information, check the 
empirically based guidelines for components with the same type of lead geometry. These 
guidelines could be either in the form of a list of components (Table 5), or a graphical 
form(Figure 40). Using the mass measurement, calculate the component mass per lead. 
If this ratio exceeds the maximum value listed in the guidelines for components with the 80 
same lead type, the component is not approved. In the case where a component is desired 
for SSR, but is not approved for use on SSR, manufacturing engineering must consider 
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Figure 40 Illustration showing the relationship between the Joint Perimeter and the 
Mass/Lead. The line shown represents the region of caution as derived from 
empirical data. 
If a request is issued by design engineering to include a part on SSR that is 
currently not approved by the empirical guidelines then it is up to manufacturing 
engineering to determine with theory if it is acceptable to take the risk. Currently the 
procedure to do this would be to use the analytical tools, or if justified by cost, resort to 
empirical testing. 81 
The first question that should be asked of design engineering is, "Can another 
package type be considered?" For instance, it has been shown that for high lead count 
QFP packages, an equivalent BGA component would be more suitable and could be 
implemented with minimal risk. Second, consider the package type in question. Have 
there been any failures of similar packages attributed to a component being not suitable? 
If yes, then compare mass per lead ratios to determine if proceeding with analytical 
analysis is warranted. 
At this time, the analytical analysis is limited to two methods, one an approximate 
algebraic expression, the other a nearly exact yet not validated computer modeling 
software method. Using these two methods the maximum force supportable by the given 
lead configuration can be calculated. By considering package bodies (regardless of lead 
type) with similar size, shape, and weight, compare the ratios of weight/lead to maximum 
calculated force/lead. If the ratio of the new component is higher than any component 
currently approved, proceed with caution. At some point this ratio will enter the region 
where process factors will begin to cause components to fall off. This process is 
represented as a flow chart in Figure 41. At the current time this is the best that can be 
done without exact knowledge of what the process factor energy load is. 3.mpapaid uopenieno luatiodwoo moN it ain2!A 
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7. Conclusions 
Based upon the extensive nature of the reflow oven experiment, many part types 
can be added to the list of those acceptable for SSR. In addition, the failure of some has 
drawn attention to fact that failures are not indicative of incompatibility in all cases. 
Obviously in the case of the QFP304, the component is not suitable. A relationship has 
been presented which calls for the divergence from QFP packages to a more robust and 
safer BGA package. 
Important to understand is the role that process settings play in the success or 
failure of a component undergoing SSR. Process factor Nitrogen (atmosphere) proved to 
be statistically significant in indicating component failure. Careful management of this 
should allow borderline cases of SSR compatibility to be managed with a minimized risk. 
In particular, it was found that a component has an energy threshold above which the 
component will fail. This threshold can be reached with the work done by the component 
weight, and the work done by the process itself. Further investigation is necessary in this 
area to determine additional significant process factors. 
When components were passing through the oven it was discovered that all were 
tilting. While the reason for the tilting has not been verified, a link between component 
mass, probability of component failure, maximum corner displacement has been shown. 
This insight lends support to the hypothesis that components fail by tilting away from the 
circuit board. Therefore, the amount of work needed for the component to fail will be 
substantially less than if the component displaced away from the board evenly. 84 
Statistical analysis of the Pull Test results showed little, although it did hint that 
solder volume plays a role in retention force. While the concept of the Pull Tester was 
good, in practice some problems were encountered. Extreme oxidation lends doubts to 
how realistically the data reflects reality. With changes to the tester, including nitrogen 
and a faster pull speed, these doubts can be eliminated. From the theoretical perspective, 
a new predictive model was introduced for use. It is based upon the perimeter around the 
outside of a component pad and the associated component lead. Also considered was 
inclusion of Surface Evolver as an analytical tool. Results from this look believable, 
although at this point in time, there is not good enough data to decisively declare any of 
the models fit or unfit. 
An interesting method of predicting not only if a component is suitable for SSR, 
but what its yield would be was presented. This would take considerable effort in 
determining how the distribution of accelerations within a reflow oven can be modeled. 
This would be the result of a complete theoretical understanding of all processes and 
fundamental physical relationships involved. 
Finally, a set of procedures that can help determine if a component is suitable for 
SSR has been presented. Inclusion of these as a guide for implementing SSR should 
prove valuable in the future as new untested packages are required. With the data 
presented, insights shown, and rules developed, building Design For Manufacturability 
Guidelines is straightforward. 85 
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Figure A-1 Energy calculations on QFP304 components as described 
in section 6.5.1. 
Before explaining the basics of the calculations, an explanation of Figure is 
warranted. The series named "TnT5", "TkT5", and "TkP3" were obtained from 
individual pull tests. The series labeled "Equilibrium" corresponds to the point when the 
mass measured (tension reaction of the solder joints) by the pull tester is equal to the 
mass of the component in question (QFP304). Looking at Figure this turns out to be 
nearly 40 grams, but this also includes the mass of the tension harness, tension rod, and 
pull tab (-27 grams). This is important because it would approximate the displacement 
of the component when hanging upside down during SSR. The series labeled "Mass 
Correction" corresponds the equilibrium position of the solder joint (-27 grams). That 
is, at this position the solder joint is neither in compression or tension. This is also 
corresponds to the readout that should be seen after all joints fail. After failure only the 
mass of the component, tension harness, tension rod, and pull tabe will be hanging on the 
load cell. The final series is simply the mass of the component (-13 grams). 
The data from the Reflow Oven test was used to estimate the amount of 
displacement that this component undergoes during SSR. For each component this 
number was taken to be the average of the 3 positions SSR induced displacement. The 
average SSR displacement was found to be 68.71.t, and a 95% confidence interval on this 
the average was found to be (47.8i., 89.64 
Therefore, if approximate SSR induced displacement is know, as well as the 
component mass, it is possible to estimated the pre-SSR joint position. Simply find the 
point on the graph where the pull test data series (TnT5, TkT5, TkP3) intersects the 
Equilibrium series. Using the average SSR displacement value, move the left on the x-92 
axis by that many units. This point is represented by the lines numbered 1, 2, and 3. Now 
it is a straight forward exercise to find the amount of work to the equilibrium position and 
the total amount of work at failure. In this case it is simply the area under the respective 
pull test curve. Results from calculations were as follows: 
Two methods of work summation.  
1) Include All work under the curve.  
2) Disregard the tails on the curve. Include data only up to large failure point.  
Method 1 
From Average Pre-SSR 
Weight Work Total Work  Process Work 
Ratio = Weight Work / Total Work 
(microjoules)  (microjoules)  (microjoules)  Average  Max  Min 
TnT5-Wk  4.09  124.25  120.16  3.29%  2.99%  3.06% 
TkT5-Wk  5.88  131.16  137.04  4.48%  3.56%  4.97% 
TkP3-Wk  4.30  36.98  41.28  11.63%  10.94%  10.63% 
Method 2 
From Average Pre-SSR  Ratio = Weight Work /Total Work 
Weight Work Total Work  Process Work 
(microjoules)  (microjoules)  (microjoules)  Average  Max  Min 
TnT5 -W k  4.09  65.62  61.53  6.23%  5.68%  5.80% 
TkT5-Wk  5.88  75.13  69.25  7.83%  6.26%  8.65 %'' 
TkP3-Wk  4.30  36.87  32.56  11.67%  10.97%  10.66% 
Table A-1 Results of calculating Weight Work vs. Total work for a QFP304. 93 
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APPENDIX B Ref low Experiment Data Summary 
Before  Before  After  Difference  Before  Before  After  Difference 
Average  Joint  Average  After Joint Average  Average  Joint  Average  After Joint Average 
SSOP 64  2-1  2236.299  56.299  2224.375  44.375  -11.924  PLCC 44  44-43  4364.993  84.993  4337.489  57.489  -27.504 
4-3  2207.257  27.257  2218.465  38.465  11.208  46-45  4359.889  79.889  4346.618  66.618  -13.271 
6-5  2203.660  23.660  2239.861  59.861  36.201  48-47  4327.340  47.340  4406.299  126.299  78.958 
TSOP40  8-7  975.507  45.507  962.111  32.111  -13.396  QFP 240  50-49  3754.708  54.708  3733.569  33.569  -21.139 
10-9  961.667  31.667  960.500  30.500  -1.167  52-51  3688.674  11.326  3801.535  101.535  112.861 
12-11  965.792  35.792  981.056  51.056  15.264  54-53  3704.083  4.083  3787.826  87.826  83.743 
QFP144  14-13  1653.573  133.573  1722.188  202.188  68.615  BGA 352  56-55  1082.243  532.243  1111.174  561.174  28.931 
16-15  1704.068  184.068  1828.162  308.162  124.094  58-57  1064.861  514.861  1127.681  577.681  62.819 
18-17  1669.521  149.521  1769.333  249.333  99.812  60-59  1063 ff 89  513.889  1148.222  598.222  84.333 
SOIC 40  20-19  2440.965  70.965  2472.549  102.549  31.583  QFP 304-1  62-61  4110.844  60.844  4293.422  243.422  182.578 
22-21  2440.271  70.271  2460.931  90.931  20.660  64-63  4212.467  162.467  4283.244  233.244  70.778 
24-23  2449.424  79.424  2469.069  99.069  19.646  66-65  4219.200  169.200  4232.578  182.578  13.378 




















30-29  1678.458  198.458  1680.271  200.271  1.812  72-71  3749.285  69.285  3788.688  108.688  39.403 
PLCC 68  32-31  4490.257  90.257  4557.062  157.062  66.806  CHIP 7343  74-73  3110.104  110.104  3084.201  84.201  -25.903 
34-33  4495.194  95.194  4561.840  161.840  66.646  76-75  3112.931  112.931  3060.257  60.257  -52.674 
36-35  4475.861  75.861  4527.750  127.750  51.889  78-77  3047.160  47.160  3109.542  109.542  62.382 
PLCC 84  38-37  4451.489  51.489  4479.652  79.652  28.163  STO 252  80-79  2425.493  139.493  2395.854  109.854  -29.639 
40-39  4443.430  43.430  4525.919  125.919  82.489  Non-Sym  82-81  2388.729  102.729  2352.743  66.743  -35.986 
42-41  4449.859  49.859  4534.333  134.333  84.474  84-83  2394.667  108.667  2395.431  109.431  0.764 
Before  Before  After  Difference  Before  Before  After  Difference 
QFP 160-2  86-85 
88-87 
Average  Joint  Average  After Joint Average 
3709.056  29.056  3768.625  88.625  59.569 
3513.201 MEM  3503.104 ME  -10.097  -
BGA 225  128-127 
130-129 
Average  Joint  Average  After Joint Average 
1062.208  502.208  1108.028  548.028  45.819 
1079.368  519.368  1106.201  546.201  26.833 
90-89  3736.938  56.938  3790.146  110.146  53.208  132-131  1056.556  496.556  1103.708  543.708  47.153 
QFP 160-3  92-91 
94-93 
3729.694  49.694  3779.368 
3570.132 =MI  3597.951 
99.368  49.674 
27.819 












96-95  3758.188  78.188  3797.194  117.194  39.007  138-137  1517.889  27.889  1590.986  100.986  73.097 
QFP 160-4  98-97 
100-99 
3719.833  39.833  3732.028  52.028 
3512.736 EMI  3575.188 MEIN 
12.194 
62.451 




-7.618  1519.604 





102-101  3739.181  59.181  3741.951  61.951  2.771  144-143  1507.271  -12.729  1536.681  16.681  29.410 
mBGA 46  104-103  903.758  -6.242  902.475  -7.525  3.200  LQFP 80  146-145  1435.646  -44.354  1460.903  -19.097  25.257 
106-105  896.715  -13.285  896.396  -13.604  -0.319  148-147  1509.326  29.326  1533.097  53.097  23.771 
108-107  899.028  -10.972  900.431  -9.569  1.403  150-149  1455.403  -24.597  1443.611  -36.389  -11.792 
SOT 223  110-109  1667.694  67.694  1720.396  120.396  52.701  STO 263  164-163  4531.985  -14.015  4573.830  27.830  41.844 
Non-Sym  112-111  1658.910  58.910  1710.000  110.000  51.090  Non-Sym  166-165  4537.097  -8.903  4529.340  -16.660  -7.757 
114-113  1714.437  114.437  1672.632  72.632  -41.806  168-167  4595.736  49.736  4579.125  33.125  -16.611 
QFP 304-2  116-115  4040.407  -9.593  4144.519  94.519  104.111 
118-117  4252.537  202.537  4255.056  205.056  2.519 
120-119  4209.704  159.704  4257.944  207.944  48.241 
BGA 420  122-121  1039.417  509.417  1108.313  578.313  68.896 
124-123  999.431  469.431  1093.674  563.674  94.243 
126-125  1088.299  558.299  1117.111  587.111  28.813 
Table B-1 Reflow displacement results. Columns are component height before SSR; Joint 
height before SSR; Component height after SSR; Joint height after SSR; Change in joint 
height. 95 
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APPENDIX C Experimental Design Matrices 
Factors  A  B  C  D  E=ABC  F=BCD 
Reflow Profile Fan Speed  Chain Speed Nitrogen  Lead Matentolder Volutlamp  PCB II 
Tin Thin #1 i 
A  + 
:  I  Pal Thin #1 I  0, 
+  +  1:  Tin Thick #1 
:  ; 
1  +  1  Pal Thick #1 
+  :  +  I  +  Tin Thick #4 
B  +  +  1  Pal Thick #4 
1 + 
.0  r.  +  Tin Thin #4
I. 
+  Pal Thin #4 I 
+  +  - Tin Thick #3 
C  +  - t  +  : +  , +  Pal Thick #3 
+  I  +  Tin Thin #3 1
1 +  ..  r. 
+  Pal Thin #3 
+  ,  +  +  Tin Thin #2 
D  +  +  .  Pal Thin #2 
...  i  +  ...I.. 
+  +  + i  - +  1  - Tin Thick #2 1 
+  +  +  +  I  +  Pal Thick #2 I- - .6. 
Table C-1 Reflow test design matrix. A signifies a process setting run at low while 
a + signifies a process setting run at high. The column labeled PCB refers to the 
physical PCB that was used for the test involving the factor levels shown in the row 
to the left. 
Pull Test Experiment Design Matrix 
A B 
Solder Vol' Lead Material 
Tin Thin #3 
+  Tin Thick #3 
- - Tin Thin #5 
- +  Tin Thick #5 
+  - Pal Thin #3 
+ +  Pal Thick #3 
- Pal Thin #5 + 
+  +  Pal Thick #5 
Table C-2 Pull Test experiment design matrix. 